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ABSTRACT 

 

This study is aimed to analyze the difference between participants’ research competency, source 

of research competency, and problem-related to the conduct of research. The samples are nine 

alumni from English Language Education Department; three alumni finished thesis in one 

semester, three alumni in two semesters, and other in three semesters. This qualitative research 

used semi-structured interview with recorder and note-taking. The author analyzed research 

competency based on the work of Ivanenko et.al. (2015). As a result, alumni who finished thesis 

in one semester have a higher research competency than others. The author also found out that 

alumni tend to gain research competency from research courses, research conduction, and self-

study. Finally, in term of problem-related to the conduct of research, the author found out that 

alumni tend to have problems with self-motivation, supervisors, time/class schedule, finding 

previous studies, finding proper data analysis, and finding participants during research 

conduction. 

Key Words:Research Competency, Source of Research Competency, Problem-related to The 

Conduct of Research, Prospective Teachers. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background of Study 

Generally, research competency is an ability to find a solution of a scientific problem, a 

scientific problem which requires some scientific skills(Ivanenko, Mustafina, Sagitova, 

Akhmetzyanov, Khazratova, Salakhova, & Mokeyeva, 2015). According to the curriculum of the 

faculty of tarbiyah and teacher training, research is one of the requirementsbefore graduation, 

thus research competency is the vital competency in the department. In support to this 

requirement, English Language Education Department have offered their students four research 

courses, such as Research Methodology, English Language Research I, English Language 

Research II, and Seminar and Discussion (Suyanta, Mujiburrahman, Muluk, Syarwan, Ali, 

Saifullah, Husen, Muzakkir, Mukhlisah, Muslim, Zulfikar, Mahdi, Chalis, Ninoersy, Husnizar, 

Elviana, 2016). 

According to the curriculum of tarbiyah and teacher training faculty, Research 

Methodology and Seminar and Discussion are MKB (Matakuliah Keahlian Berkarya), which 

aregenerally a course for the students to form some practical skills that will help them in their 

major or department. For the students of English language education department, MKB is a 

course to acquire skills and knowledge about strategies for completing their theses in the 

department. Both English Language Research I and English Language Research II are MKK 

(Matakuliah Keilmuan dan Keterampilan) which aim the students to develop some basic skills 

and knowledge. Research Methodology has to be taken on the fifth semester along with English 

Language Research I within two hours of learning, English Language Research II and Seminar 
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and Discussion have to be taken on the sixth semester within two hours of learning (Suyanta et 

al., 2016). 

Fuentes (2017) who conducted a study about research competency of prospective 

teachers in Eastern Samar State University created a hypothetical stand that one semester to 

complete thesis is difficult for the students, thus, to validate the hypothesis, Fuentes conducted 

the study about evaluating research competency,its result contributes as the data for the 

university to improve the curriculum.  

Sahan, &Tarhan (2015)who also conducted a study about evaluating research 

competency contributes the study as the tool to raise awareness in conducting research, and as 

the tool to develop an effective research course. Thus, based onthe above studies, this study will be of 

benefit for both students and the department in improving the curriculum of research, and as the 

framework to evaluate research competency.  

Evaluating research competency does not merely evaluate the research competency but 

also the difficulty in conducting research. According to Fuentes (2017), the study of evaluating 

research competency is not merely told us the level of research competency of the participants, 

but also their difficulty in conducting research. It is because the aim of evaluating research 

competency is to develop a better research course that suitable for students based on their 

personal problems. 

In order to gain an effective insight of research competency, the author also wants to 

determine the participants’ difficulty in conducting research. In addition, the author also wants to 

know the sources of research competency, it is due to the possibilities that the analyzed research 

competency may be acquired not only from research courses that providedin the university, but 

also from other activities that aim to develop research competency. 
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Specifically, the author will determine the levelof research competency among alumni 

who complete thesis faster than other alumni and otherwise. Thus, in order to complete this goal, 

the author will categorize alumni base on the years of compliance and analyze them base on the 

same components. The components of analysis will be based on the framework of research 

competency that produced by a previous research. 

Although the framework comes from a secondary source or a previous research, the 

author hopes that this study will be a practical insight about research competency evaluation in 

English language education department. In other words, readers can use this study as their guide 

to develop research competency. 

 

B. Research Question 

Based on the background of this study, the author formulates the research question as 

follows:   

1. What are research competencies of alumni of English language education department? 

2. What are sources of research competency among alumni of English language education 

department? 

3. What are problems related to the conduct of research among alumni of English 

language education department? 

 

C. Objectives of The Study 

This study specifically aims to achieve the following objectives: 

1. Determine research competency of alumni of English language education department 
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2. Find out sources of research competency among alumni of English language 

education department 

3. Discover problems related to the conduct of research among alumni of English 

language education department 

 

D. Significance of Study  

1. The finding of this study will contribute as a useful insight forEnglish language 

education department students to learn about alumni behavior who finished their 

thesis faster than others and otherwise. 

2. This study will contribute as a practical guide for English language education 

department students in learning English language research II. 

3. The finding of this study will be a useful insight for the lectures of English language 

education department to better develop their students’ research competency. 

4. The finding of this study will provide an input for Islamic state university of Ar-

raniry to improve the research curriculum. 

 

E. Terminology 

1. Research Competency 

According to Ivanenko, et al. (2015), research competency is a set of necessary skills or 

abilities to solve a scientific problem which consists of four sub-competencies or components, 

such as motivational-value component, methodology-reflective component, operational-activity 

component, and emotional-volitional component. 
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Motivational-value component is anawareness of researchers in developing both skills 

and knowledge of scientific research, Methodology-reflective refers to reflective teaching skills 

of a teacher, it is the ability where a teacher can find aproblem of teaching through the reflective 

method, and use a result of a scientific research as its solution. Operational-activity component is 

an ability to solve a problem or finding a result of a research, and finally, emotional-volitional 

component is an emotional maintenance in conducting a research, such as a willingness to create 

a great research. In conclusion, research competency does not merely consist of the ability to do 

a research, but it also consists of the awareness in conducting research, and the emotional 

maintenance in achieving a good quality research (Ivanenko et al., 2015). 

 

2. Alumni of English Language Education Department  

In this term, alumni of English language education department are the students of English 

language education department who have graduated one year ago, two years ago, and three years 

ago. They have acquired research competency and also have an actual research experience.  

According to Suyanta et al. (2016), Alumni of English language education department are 

the students who possess four aspects of skills. Such as skill in pedagogy, skill in research, skill 

in contributing to society, and skill in communication. Specifically, skill in pedagogy is a group 

of pedagogical skills that they need during teaching, skill in research is a group of skills that they 

need in finishing their theses, skill in contributing to society is a group of skills that they need 

during their involvement in society, and skill in communication is a group of skills that they need 

when building their network nationally and internationally. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Research Competency  

The definition of research competency is extensive which means that it can come from 

different fields or disciplines, for example, librarians’ research competency, clinical research 

competency, engineer research competency, etc., and because of that we need to signify the field 

of research competency. Since the current study aims to evaluate alumni of PBI, pedagogy 

research competency is the suitable competency to include. 

Based on Ivanenko, et al. (2015), research competency is an ability to find a solution of a 

scientific problem, and it consists of four sub-competencies, such as motivational-value 

component, methodology-reflective component, operational-activity component, and emotional-

volitional component. 

Motivational-value component is a component which deals with an awareness on 

research work and an awareness of self-developing. Specifically, it consists of awareness the 

necessity of research work, a desire in both general research work and pedagogical research 

work, participating in seminar and conference, publishing a scientific work, and awareness of 

continuous self-developing (Ivanenko, et al., 2015). 

Methodology-reflective component refers to an understanding of research methodology 

and an application of reflective method in research activity, methodology-reflective component 

consists of some sub-components such as an ability to develop a teaching environment by using 

reflective method, and a result from research work; an ability to assimilate scientific knowledge 

into every kind of professional activities; an ability to identify and formulate research problems; 

an ability to determine objectives, significance of problems, and along with its solution, 
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determine method, instrument, procedure; an ability to create hypotheses of a study 

phenomenon, and laws, and induct a hypotheses based on observation and experiment of  life 

experience phenomenon; and an ability to evaluate, exact, and generalize basic research and 

applied research; an ability to prioritize research work (Ivanenko, et al., 2015). 

Operational-activity component refers to the operational ability in conducting research 

which consists of some sub-components such as the ability to conduct research and finding the 

result; using current technologies in presenting research activity; participate in all kind of 

research work; practice new knowledge; possessing a dynamic balance in solving scientific 

problem, as well as the skill of designing, administering, and examining; possessing an excellent 

method in group management; literate in pedagogy and educational field; generalize and apply 

the result of the study; doing a patent search, and finding information through current 

technologies; build and use a software to obtain result of a study; aware of current issues and 

investigate the issues through research (Ivanenko, et al., 2015). 

Finally, emotional-volitional component refers to emotional state in being a researcher 

which consists of some sub-components such as demonstrate a high moral state in conducting 

research; show determination of self-improvement through research activity; an ability to 

continuously perform self-development; an ability to solve problems; constant professional 

development; and willingness to achieve a high quality research (Ivanenko, et al., 2015). 

Van den Berg (2016) argued that research competency constitutes of some sub-

competencies, however, he referred research competency as a characteristic of educators rather 

than competency. Specifically, he stated that research competency is one of the essential 

characteristics of educators, it constitutes of some elements, such as possessing inquiring 
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behaviors, practicing result of researches, carrying out researches, and underpinning the 

establishment of research competency.  

The first element of research competency is possessing inquiring behaviors, which is a 

precondition in conducting research, it includes possessing an open attitude, having a need to 

know, being evaluative, wanting to comprehend, underpinning, explaining, establishing, 

confessing, and creating, additionally, a research remains unsolvable without these behaviors. 

The second element of research competency is practicing result of researches, which is an 

innovation or a development of teaching environment based on a research result rather than an 

experience or a prediction. The third element of research competency is carrying out researches, 

it includes research cycle which is to formulate a problem; to review a literature; to determine a 

research approach; to gather, to organize, and to evaluate data; to find a result; to infer a 

conclusion; to create a recommendation; and to make a research report. Finally, the fourth 

element of research competency is underpinning the establishment of research competency 

which is underpinning the development of research competency of both teachers who work in the 

same workplace and different workplace (Van den Berg, 2016). 

There are similar variables in the definition of research competency between Ivanenko, et 

al. (2015) and Van den Berg (2016), such as possessing an inquiry behavior, which is a similar 

element to an awareness on research work of motivational-value component, practicing a result 

of research is similar to practicing new knowledge in operational-activity component, and 

carrying out research is similar to methodology-reflective component, except, Van den Berg 

(2016) did not mention a reflective method as the essential element in research competency. 
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Rather than characteristic, Selvi (2010) defined research competency as competency. 

According to Selvi (2010), research competency is one of the teacher competencies which affects 

teacher’s actions, beliefs, communication, goals, and practices in school. Specifically, research 

competency substitutes of four elements, such as possessing knowledge of research method, 

making procedure of research, conducting research, and collaborating with other teachers. 

Furthermore, besides of four elements that have been mentioned in the paragraph above, 

which are the elements that derive from methodology-reflective component and operational-

activity component of Ivanenko, et al. (2015), there is also another similar element in the 

definition of research competency between Selvi (2010) and Ivanenko, et al. (2015). The similar 

element is self-development, which is the element that substitutes both of motivational-value 

component and emotional-volitional component. 

Moreover, Celik (2011) argued research competency as both competency and 

characteristics. Specifically, research competency is one of the teacher competencies or 

characteristics, it is an ability to create a new practical and theoretical insight. In addition, 

research competency is viewed as an integral part in improving teaching and learning experience, 

and it is teachers’ responsibilities to possess this competency. 

Celik (2011) added that publishing a research and an awareness of conducting a research 

are components of research competency, which are similar components to what substitutes 

motivational-value component of Ivanenko, et al. (2015). 

Additionally, Bankauskienė, Augustinienė & Čiučiulkienė (2005) argued that research 

competency is one of the leading competences of teacher contemporary competence, which 

means that research competency is one of the prior competencies of future teachers. Specifically, 
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Bankauskienė, et al. (2005) argued that research competency is developed through an activity of 

action research which is a research enabling collaborative work and solving an immediate 

problem from a result of a reflective method.  

Ivanenko, et al. (2015) stated that collaborative work and reflective method based 

research are the components of research competency. Specifically, the collaborative work is the 

component of operational-activity, and the reflective method based research is the component of 

methodology-reflective. 

In conclusion, there are similar findings between the work of Ivanenko, et al. (2015) and 

the work of the other four sources that have already been mentioned above. Specifically, Selvi 

(2010) stated all of four components as the components of research competency; Van den Berg 

(2016) stated methodology-reflective component, motivational-value component, and 

operational-activity component as the components of research competency; Bankauskienė, et al. 

(2005) argued that only methodology-reflective component and operational-activity component 

are the components of research competency; and Celik (2011) argued that only motivational-

value component is the component of research competency. 

However, besides the similar findings, each of the sources did not completely elaborate 

on the components as Ivanenko,et.al. (2015) did. For example, Selvi (2010) clearly stated the 

four components as what substitutes research competency, however, there is a deficiency of what 

substitutes each component. Methodology-reflective components only elaborate on possessing 

knowledge of research method; making procedure of research, and conducting research, 

operational-activity component only elaborate on collaborating with other teachers; and finally 
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motivational-value component and emotional-volitional component only elaborate on performing 

self-development.  

As matter of fact, the work of Ivanenko, et.al. (2015) is more completed than other four 

sources that have already been mentioned above, and for this reason, the author use Ivanenko, 

et.al. (2015) as the framework in evaluating research competency.  

 

B. Source of Research Competency 

Fuentes (2017) specified the source of research competency, such as the current research 

course, self-study/reading of reference materials in research, actual research experience, training 

and seminar (sponsored by a university), subject/course taken in previous semester that require 

conduct research, trainings and seminars, and field of exposure/trip and study mission.  

In addition, Fuentes (2017) stated that the participants tend to choose research course as 

the source of research competency, however, the research course did not significantly affect 

research competency. other researchers who also shared the same statement is Sahan, & Tarhan 

(2015) and Davidon, & Palermo(2015). 

Khan, Kolumbayevaa, Karsybayeva,  Nabuova, Kurmanbekova, & Syzdykbayeva (2016) 

argued that research course is significantly improved research competency. Briefly, Khan, et al. 

(2016) conducted a study about comparing a traditional research course with an experimental 

research course named as “approach to the research competence formation in prospective 

elementary school teacher”. 

The experimental research course was divided into three ways of learning, such as 

lecturers (15 hours), practical classes (15 hours), and independent works of students (40 hours). 
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In addition, the course was also divided into three stages of learning, such as understanding, 

awareness, and implementation (Khan, et al., 2016). 

The understanding stage is a learning stages where the participant is learning about 

research, it is taught through lecturing and seminar, and it is also learnt through reflection 

method as the exercise of their understanding. Additionally, the goal is to form the learning 

based on students’ personal need (Khan, et al., 2016). 

In addition, the stage of awareness and implementation are basically the stage where the 

students have to perform a self-assessment of their research competency. Specifically, students 

were asked to form a concept called “I am a prospective elementary school teacher-researcher”, 

it is used as the medium to form research competency. There are some stages in developing this 

concept, such as the students have to determine the purpose, content, and method in developing 

their own research competency, and then apply it to the concept. However, If the concept does 

not match them, they have to reevaluate the concept, and then reapply it, thus, the research 

competency will personally acquire by the students based on their needs (Khan, et al., 2016). 

Khan, et al. (2016) also argued that the experimental research course trained the student 

not only organization of research, method of research, and analysis of data, but also trained the 

students to be aware of the need in developing their educational institution.  

Furthermore, actual research experience is what the most researchers suggest as the 

source of research competency. Some researchers (Van den Berg, 2016, Selvi, 2010, Celik, 2011, 

and Bankauskienė, et al., 2005) argued that research competency is developed through an actual 

research experience along with other components. 

Comparatively, Ismail, & Meerah(2012) argued that research competency is developed 

through both research course and an actual research experience. Specifically, they conducted a 
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study about evaluating doctoral students’ research competency, which is an evaluation of a 

doctoral program that teach research competency. The program is either focused on conducting 

actual research or learning through research course, however both types of programs provide 

research competency.  

As matter of fact, Ivanenko, et al. (2015) clearly stated that research competency is 

developed through seminar, training, and actual research experience, these elements are 

substituted in motivational-value component and operational-activity component.  

In conclusion, actual research experience is what the most researchers suggested as the 

source of research competency, however, other sources are also worth to mention, such as 

research course, training, seminar, self-study, field of exposure/trip, and study mission. 

 

C. Problems-related to The Conduct of Research 

Besides the source of research competency, Fuentes (2017) also divided problem in 

conducting research into some cases, such as lack of time/class schedule, lack of financial 

support to conduct research, lack of research competency, and lack of interest. Additionally, 

Fuentes (2017) found that Lack of time/class schedule is the most problem that student 

encountered during conducting a research, it is a problem when the research course that student 

enrolled did not provide them with adequate time to conduct research. 

Additionally, Bocar (2013) also found that time is one of the most problems in 

conducting research, however, time is not the number one problem among it. Specifically, he 

ranked the problems from the most difficult into the least difficult, and as a result, he found four 

problems as the most problems that faced by the students. There are cooperation of respondent, 
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time management, stress management, and identification of researchable issues and construction 

of research title. Among the four problems, the most difficult one is cooperation of respondent. 

Cooperation of respondent is the problem where the students had to approach unfamiliar 

respondents and asked them to participate in the study, this problem raised when the students 

cannot force participants who refused to participate in the study (Bocar, 2013). 

In addition, from the four problems, there are three problems that consider as personal 

problems, such as stress management, time management, and cooperation of respondent. As a 

result, Bocar (2013) concluded that the failure of the students in conducting research was not 

only the fault of the university in providing a research course but also the fault of their personal 

management. 

Additionally, Matin, & Khan (2017) also found some problems in conducting research 

that are similar to Fuentes (2017), such as lack of research competency, lack of time, and lack of 

financial support. Beside of the similarity, Matin, & Khan (2017) also found other problems. 

Specifically, they conducted a study about diagnosing problems that students faced in 

conducting research, the pattern of analysis is also similar to Fuentes (2017) and Bocar (2013), 

which is ranking the problems from the most difficult to the least difficult. 

Furthermore, the finding of the study is ranked as follows; 1) financial constraint, 2) 

inadequate consultation with their supervisor, 3) inadequate experience on research, 4) 

inadequate time in conducting research, 5) perception on research as a burden work, and 6-

inadequate research competency (Matin, & Khan, 2017) 

Matin, & Khan (2017) also diagnosed student perception on their problem in conducting 

research which related to their university, the finding is ranked as follows; 1) the university did 

not have adequate resources, 2) the university did not provide adequate amount of thesis 
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examples, 3) the university did not have a research council, 4) the university did not provide an 

adequate guidance in conducting research, and 5) the university did not cooperate with the 

students during research conduction. 

In addition, Lacanlale (2017) also conducted the same study, and the finding also 

constitutes of some elements that are similar to Fuentes (2017), Bocar (2013), and Matin, & 

Khan (2017).   

In interpreting the data, Lacanlale (2017) also used the ranking method or the frequency 

method, therefore, the problems encountered by the students in writing a research report can be 

ranked as follows, the first is difficulty in fulfilling the deadline of submitting research report, 

difficulty in finding participants, difficulty to travel to participants’ location especially in other 

provinces or remote areas. It is difficult to meet the deadline because the students who write a 

research report also have to take another course called on-the-job training. 

The second is nervousness when doing a research report presentation. The students felt 

confident of their result, but during the presentation, they feared that their result might be 

rejected by the evaluators of the research or lack of capability in answering questions, and also 

their lack confidence in speaking English (Lacanlale, 2017). 

The third is lost appetite because of writing a research report, which is when students 

faced stress during the composition of a research report, and as a result, they skipped the meal. 

The fourth is being rebuked by parents because of going home late, it is when the students had to 

go to the far areas to reach their participants, and also when they had to stay in computer cafes 

until midnight to access online materials. The fifth is having inadequate time to sleep because of 

the pressure of research paper complement, thus, students prefer to stay awake at night rather 

than sleep. The sixth is financial constraint, the students have to borrow extra money from their 
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parents, and sometime classmate in order to complete their research, it is worsened by the fact 

that they have to take on-the-job training at the same time, which is also the course that needs the 

expense. The seventh is having an inadequate sleep before thesis presentation, the eighth is being 

absent during the course hours, the ninth is inability to study for the quiz, the tenth is the 

difficulty in analyzing data, the eleventh is having a miscommunication with co-researchers, and 

lastly, the twelfth is having a confusion with the data (Lacanlale, 2017). 

Furthermore, Akyürek, & Avacan (2018) also conducted a similar study which also has 

some similar findings and a similar pattern of analysis. Thus the finding can be ranked as 

follows, 1) lack of research insight, it is caused by the inadequate content of research course, 

lack of practical knowledge in research course, and lack of knowledge in research development. 

2) lack of methodology, such as the insight of research approach, planning, instrument, dealing 

with issues encountered during basic research conduction, and dealing with research problems. 

3) problem with resources, such as accessing research resource, and language barrier in 

accessing foreign resources. 4) problems related supervisor, such as the dependency of research 

subjects based on supervisors’ decision or interests, the failure of supervisors, unable to meet 

supervisors, the supervisors do not help. 5) problem related participants, such as participants are 

not honest, and unwillingness of participants. And lastly, 6) legal procedure, such as problems 

encountered during permission of data collection, and late giving of permit. 

In conclusion, beside of the diversity of the findings, there are also some similar patterns 

among the above findings. All the five researchers argued that lack of research competency is 

one of the most problem encountered during research conduction. In addition, based on the 

number of researchers who agree on the same problems can be ranked as follows, lack of time, 

lack of financial supports, lack of research resources, and issues when dealing with participants. 
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D. Previous Research  

Fuentes (2017) conducted a study about evaluating research competency on 136 teacher 

education students. In this study, Fuentes analyzed three aspects such as research competency, 

the difficulty in conducting research and sources of research competency. After making a 

hypothesis which was stated that one semester to finish one quality study was a burden for the 

student, Fuentes then conducted the study to validate the hypothesis. The participants were 

teacher education students who have already taken research courses and were doing researches. 

The primary gathering tool is survey which then divided into some aspects of evaluation.  

In term of evaluating research competency, Fuentes (2017) created two surveys to 

analyze the ability of writing technical aspect of research and the ability of writing the major part 

of research. The ability of writing technical aspect of research consists of some items such as 

research paper format, grammar and sentence construction, research organization, and 

communication skills. The ability of writing of the major part of research consists of some items 

such introduction of research paper, methodology, result and discussion, conclusion and 

recommendation, abstract, and references. In addition, Fuentes analyzed the survey based on the 

Five-point Likert scale, which then concluded the insufficiency of participants in both technical 

aspect of research and writing the major part of research. 

Furthermore, Fuentes (2017) created two separated surveys to analyze the sources of 

research competency and the difficulty in conducting research. Survey of sources of research 

competency consists some items such as current research course, self-study, actual research 

experience, subject/courses taken in previous semester that required the conduct of research, 

trainings and seminars, and trip/study exposure. In addition, survey of the difficulty in 
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conducting research consists some items such as lack of time/class schedule, lack of financial 

support to conduct research, lack of research competency, and lack of interest.  

These items will be analyzed by frequency count, which has a purpose to summarize the 

tendency of the participants in choosing the items. Furthermore, based on the frequency count, 

Fuentes concluded that the participants have a tendency to acquire research competency from 

current research courses, which was the courses from the university. Since the participants have 

an insufficient research competency, it is suggesting that there are needs to redevelop current 

research courses. In addition, based on frequency counts, the tendency of the difficulty in 

conducting research was lack of time/class schedule, which then suggests redeveloping academic 

load and class schedule (Fuentes, 2017) 

Sahan, & Tarhan (2015) also conducted a similar study of 445 prospective teachers and it 

had a similar aim to Fuentes (2017), which was to create a proper research curriculum. However, 

the aspects of analyzation in this study were different, such as the analyzation on attitude toward 

research and the effect of a research course on research competency. 

Specifically, this study aimed to determine four components: research competency of 

participants, participants’ attitude toward research, the effect of the research course on research 

competency, and the effect of the research course on attitude toward research. In order to 

determine these components, the researchers adopted a pre-test final-test pattern. the pre-test was 

a condition where the participants had not enrolled yet in the research course, and it was used to 

determine research competency of participants and participant’s attitude toward research. In 

otherwise, the final test was a condition where the participants had already taken research course, 

and it was used to determine the effect of research course on research competency, and the effect 

of research course on attitude toward research. 
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The items on the tests were based on the framework developed by secondary sources, and 

it was distributed on the Five-Likert scale. The analyses were a comparison between the result of 

the pre-test and the final test, and also the comparison between participants who came from 

different departments of study. 

In addition, the findings of this study are as follows: research course was not significantly 

affected research competency, research course had been negatively affected teachers’ attitude 

toward research, there was no differentiation between teachers’ research competency with 

respect to departments, and there was a differentiation between teachers’ attitude toward research 

with respect to departments. 

Davidson, & Palermo (2015) conducted a study of 46 undergraduate students which 

specifically aimed to assess the changing of research competency through self-perceived. There 

are two aspects of evaluation, such as students’ self-perceived toward research competency, and 

students’ satisfaction with the research course.  

Davidson, & Palermo (2015) assessed the changing of students’ research competency by 

conducting a survey before students’ enrollment in the research course and then comparing it 

with the final survey, which was a survey that had to be taken after the enrollment. Furthermore, 

to gain a detailed answer from the students’, Davidson, & Palermo (2015) also asked the students 

to describe their understanding of research and their general feeling toward research 

quantitatively. It was analyzed by using content analysis approach, and qualitative description 

methodology. Students’ satisfaction with the research course were also assessed to determine the 

appropriateness of the research course in enhancing research competency. it was assessed by 

using a university’s student evaluation questionnaire. 
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In addition, the finding of this study are as follows, based on the surveys, the research 

course had not significantly affected research competency and attitude toward research. 

Similarly, the qualitative analysis revealed that research course had not positively affected 

students’ feeling toward research, and students’ willingness to make a career in research. 

Furthermore, Khan, et al. (2016) also conducted the same study of 102 prospective 

teachers and had a similar pattern of analysis to Davidson, & Palermo (2015) and Sahan, & 

Tarhan (2015). Specifically, Khan, et al. (2016) conducted a study to evaluate an experimental 

research course by diagnosing research competency. The analysis items of research competency 

are dealt with students’ understanding on the necessity of research competency, and students’ 

understanding on methodology.  

Diagnosing research competency was conducted at the beginning of the study, it was 

used to determine the level of research competency. After the diagnosis, the students had to 

enroll in a common research course and an experimental research course separately. After the 

enrollment, Khan, et al. (2016) conducted a final test to determine whether students who enrolled 

in the experimental research course have a better level of research competency than students who 

enrolled in the common research course. In addition, the finding of this study is that students 

who enrolled in the experimental research course have better research competency than students 

who enrolled in the common research course. 

Ismail, & Meerah (2012) evaluated the level of research competency after reviewing 

literature of what competencies that a researcher needs. Specifically, Ismail, & Meerah (2012) 

wanted to compare the local students’ research competency with the abroad students’ research 

competency based on some items of research competency. 
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The items were based on literature reviews, in other words, Ismail, & Meerah (2012) did 

not take any secondary resources as the framework, but they formed the framework. The items of 

analysis are research capacity, reflection skills, problem-solving skills, communication skills, 

and research methodology skills. Furthermore, both abroad and local students gained a similar 

survey, thus, the mean scores were used to compare both of the results. In addition, the finding of 

this study is that there is no significant differentiation between local students’ research 

competency and abroad students’ research competency. However, despite the finding, the 

limitation of this study is that all of the analyses are based on self-perception. 

In conclusion, evaluating research competency is a study where researchers are not only 

evaluating research competency but also evaluating sources of research competency, problems in 

conducting research, effects of research course toward research competency, research attitude, 

etc.  As matter of fact, beside of evaluating research competency, current research also evaluates 

sources of research competency and problems in conducting research. 

Furthermore, despite the similarity between the current research and previous researches, 

there are some differences. Fuentes (2017) evaluated research competency based on some 

aspects, whereas this study evaluates it based on the framework or the secondary sources, in 

addition, the primary gathering tool was survey, whereas this study is interview. Sahan, & 

Tarhan (2015) conducted a pre-survey and post-survey to analyze the changes of research 

competency, and the effect of research course on research competency, whereas this study will 

use interview to evaluate research competency and research course as the source of research 

competency. Davidson, & Palermo (2015) evaluate the changes of research competency through 

self-perceived, whereas this study will use self-perceived to determine research competency. 

Ismail, & Meerah (2012) did not use a secondary source to evaluate research competency, 
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whereas this study will use the secondary source or the work of Ivanenko, et al. (2015) to 

evaluate research competency. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

A. Research Design 

This is a qualitative study which aims to determine research competency, sources of 

research competency, and the difficulty in conducting research among alumni of English 

language education department. In this study, the author uses stratified sampling to filter nine 

participants. At the beginning of the study, the participants will receive a consent letter which is 

a letter that consists of the author’s identity, the purpose of research, the procedure of research, 

risk and benefit to the participants, and finally it also consists of the willingness statement to 

participate in the research. 

After agreeing to participate, the participants will be given one interview. The purpose of 

the interview is to analyze participants’ research competency, source of research competency, 

and problem in conducting research.  

The type of interview in this study is semi-structured interview. During the interview, the 

author uses tape-recording and note-taking as a device to record the interview, tape recording 

facilitates data analysis and note-taking facilitates the creation of additional questions (Mckay, 

2008). In addition, the author begins the interview by introducing herself, explaining the purpose 

of research, the significance of research, the benefit of research for the participant, and the time 

allocation of the interview. 

B. Population and Sample 

The data from this study comes from nine selected alumni of English language education 

department of Islamic State University of Ar raniry. According to Suyanta, et al. (2017), the 

alumni have required research competency from four research courses and one thesis conduction. 
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These alumni are chosen because they are fresh graduate and finished their theses in a various 

period of time, such as a half year, one year, and one and a half year. 

In addition, the selected alumni are in initials of DA, DUY, and ML as alumni who 

finished thesis in one semester, FZ, CTA, and SSN as alumni who finished thesis in two 

semesters, and RM, NF, and BD as alumni who finished thesis in three semesters. 

C. Sampling  

Stratified sampling is chosen for this study, it is used to categorize the sample some sub 

categories (Sedgwick, 2015).Furthermore, the alumni are categorized into a half year, one year, 

and one and a half year of theses compliance using stratified sampling.  

 

D. Technique of data collection  

All of the research questions will be answered by one instrument which is the interview. 

Thus, the following paragraphs will be discussed about how the interview take the part in 

collecting the data. 

An interview is an act of preparing and delivering questions toward participants of a 

study to know about their background, reported behaviors, opinions, and attitudes (Mckay, 

2008). Additionally, a semi-structured interview is one of the types of interviews where 

researchers have already prepared a series of questions to ask the participants but also formulates 

additional questions during interviews (Mackey & Gass, 2005). 

The interview consists of seven open-ended questions that have to be answered in forty 

minutes. Specifically, during the interview, the author will use a tape-recorder and a note as a 

recording device. The tape-recorder gives an objective view of actual language that has been 

used during the interview, and also it gives the actual transcript for the author to further analyze 
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it outside of the interview session (Mckay, 2008). Additionally, the note facilitates the type of 

interview of this study. Since the author uses a semi-structured interview, the note assists the 

author to formulate additional questions (Mckay, 2008). The purpose of note-taking during the 

interview is to check the topics that have been covered, to highlight major points that can be used 

during data analysis, and finally to cue interviewee when something significant has been said 

(Mckay, 2008). 

Furthermore, since this is a qualitative study, choosing the interview as the instrument 

instead of observation, diaries/journal, and etc. is appropriate. One of the reasons is that 

interview enables researchers to investigate occurrences that are not observable (Mackey & 

Gass, 2005). For example, in this study, the author has to investigate participants’ problem in 

conducting research, and their perspective toward research, this investigation cannot be done 

through observation or other instruments. Moreover, interview is interactive which means that 

the researchers can generate additional questions when the answers from the participants are 

insufficient or irrelevant (Mackey & Gass, 2005). For example, in this study, the author has to 

investigate participants’ research competency through six questions of the interview, however, 

the author can generate more questions during the interview if the answers to the six questions do 

not provide a better comprehension toward participants’ research competency. 

 

E. Technique of data analysis 

The following paragraph discusses comprehensively about how the data will be analyzed. 

Firstly, after gaining some data from the interview, the author will listen to the tape recording, 

transcribe the data to the paper, and then read the transcription. 
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 Secondly, the author will organize the data based on the topics that arise from each 

question of the interview. Specifically, after gaining the transcript of the interview, the author 

will look back at the interview questions and then transforms it into some topics. Eventually, the 

answers from the participants will be categorized into these topics. 

Thirdly, after categorizing the data into some topics, the author will search about 

recurring ideas or concepts, in other words, this phase of analysis called as thematic coding 

(O’connor & Gibson, 2018). Specifically, the author will search for frequent words and ideas 

that expressed by the participants in answering each of question. Additionally, the ideas or the 

frequents words that used by the participants are transformed into categories. As a result, instead 

of topics, the answer from the participants will be categorized into these categories. 

Fourthly, building over-arching themes in the data. Specifically, this phase of analysis 

deals with reducing the categories into a smaller number of categories (O’connor & Gibson, 

2018). Additionally, the author will search different categories that can be put into one similar 

category. 

Finally, identifying possible and plausible explanation of the findings. Specifically, the 

author will summarize the findings based on the research questions and then search for 

explanations from the literature. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter discusses the findings and discussion of the research, it consists of the 

explanation about research competency which will be divided into four components; 

motivational-value component, methodology-reflective component, operational-activity 

component, and emotional-volitional component, source of research competency, and finally, 

problem-related to the conduct of research. This chapter examines the findings based on the 

obtained data from the interview that was held on 23rd November 2018 – 30th November 2018 

with nine alumni of English language education department.  

A. Research Finding 

In relation to the research questions, the author will present the findings based on the 

order of research questions, such as research competency of alumni of English language 

education department, source of research competency among alumni of English language 

education department, and problem related to the conduct of research. 

1. Research competency of Alumni of English Language Education Department 

1.1.Motivational-Value Component 

In this component, research competency is measured through participants’ awareness on 

the necessity of research work, their desire in scientific work, and their act in publishing research 

work. Based on the result of the interview, the author found out that all of the interviewees have 

a diverse awareness in research works, and a diverse desire in scientific works; additionally, one 

of them also published her research work or the thesis as a journal. 
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 Awareness on the necessity of research work 

The awareness is measured through participants’ perception on the benefit of research 

work to their life. Based on the result of interview, the alumni who finished thesis in one 

semester, and in two semesters stated that research is a vital activity in discovering a solution 

from a problem. They also stated that research has a benefit in building skill to solve a problem, 

both a personal and a professional problem, and finally research has a purpose to add a new 

insight or information. In this case, FZ showed an awareness of research work that she had in 

time in which she said: 

"the research role... in which we are looking for an innovation, looking for an idea, 

looking for a new, more up-to-date solution that is more effective, ah ... solving a 

problem that we have, for example like solving a problem that we get from the 

college... a lecture assignment that we don't have to benchmark from what is taught 

by the lecturer, we must also do it on the internet, from books, from people's 

opinions, it could also be from our own creativity,  from our own head,  it also 

happens when we are working, so if there is a problem that is given by our bosses, 

we must first examine the mistake, examine the problem from the mistake, finding a 

solution, and finding a proper method to solve the problem, so the roles are very 

important, and we have to research all the things that we don't know and know 

before, because it's important to solve a small, complicated problem, moderate or 

regular problem" 

In relation to this concern, ML said: 

“the research role is generally, like we said before... something that we can take 

from…. it is the skill, because we have learned ELR and also did the processes until 

the examination, so we know the process of it ... hmm ...if it for the benefit of life, may 

be it more to the finding of it ...  and also yes, the research is priority, if we don’t 

research it how could we know it” 

Based on their answer, the alumni who finished thesis in one and in two semesters have 

the awareness on the necessity of research work to their life. It can be defined from their 

statement which mentioned about research as a very important activity in solving every problem, 

in other words, research is a prior activity in solving every problem. 
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On the other hand, the alumni who finished thesis in three semesters only stated that 

research is an activity that has a purpose to build researching skills and to provide a new insight 

or new information. In this case, BD showed an awareness of research work that she had in time 

in which she said: 

"when it comes to the role of research, hm ... what is it ... automatically the first one 

is that by doing research we can ... get  

hm ... new knowledge or new insight, we get a lot of new information, both from our 

research process and the results, then … increasing our ability in explaining, for 

example, if we have a problem then what is the solution, I think those are the roles of 

research that I got when I conducted the thesis back then" 

Based on their answer, the author concludes that alumni who finished thesis in three 

semesters do not have an awareness on the necessity of research work. It can be inferred from 

their answers which only mention the benefit of research works to their life, unlike other alumni 

who also mentioned about the necessity of research works to their life, especially in solving 

every problem. 

 Desire in scientific work 

The desire is measured through participants’ involvement in any kind of scientific works 

that have a benefit in building their research competency, such as participating in other research 

activities, seminars, conferences, and workshops that aim to build research competency. Based 

on the interview, the author found out that the alumni who finished thesis in one semester have a 

big desire in scientific works. In this case, ML showed her desire in scientific work by 

mentioning her involvement in all kind of scientific works: 

"I have not done any other research other than the thesis that I have done, only one 

study that I have done myself, if it is about participating in other people's research, I 

have become four interviewee including this interview, it is the fourth time I have 
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become an interviewee…, I participated in several workshops or research like that, 

one of which that I remember was that the Aceh International Workshop and Expo 

on Tsunami Disaster, well ... there were many people's studies presented there, so 

many people's studies ... in English but about disaster, from that workshop, I can 

learn about their result and how they did the research, so it was increasing, 

increasing my insight about doing a research, it was very helpful” 

In relation to this concern, DUY said: 

“I do not join any group that focuses on research, at the most, I often become a 

respondent like this, like you do a thesis and look for the respondent, if it is 

participating in surveys, may be in a smale scale survey. but if it about conducting 

other research, it has not been done yet except the thesis... then, participating in 

seminars may be in ICAIOS ... ICAIOS ICAIOS, and i did not join other 

seminars...and then I joined MUN, and that is conference” 

Based on their answers, alumni who finished thesis in one semester had been involved in 

research works as the object of analysis or participants, they also participated in seminars, 

workshops, and conferences that they considered helpful in developing their research 

competency. Thus, from these answers, we can conclude that alumni who finished thesis in one 

semester have a big desire in scientific works. 

On the other hand, the author found out that alumni who finished thesis in two semesters 

and in three semesters do not have a big desire in scientific works. In this case, FZ showed her 

desire in scientific works by mentioning her involvement in her colleague's research as a 

participant: 

"I was being studied by PAI students when PAI student…. My PPKPM's friend, so 

he/she needed ah ... need a sample to fill his/her questionnaire" 

In relation to this concern, RM added by saying: 

"Never, except when learning ELR….about participating in seminars that aims to 

build researching skill, I had never before, I only learn research from ELR, research 

methodology,...." 
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Based on their answers, alumni who finished thesis in two semesters and in three 

semesters had been involved in research works as participants, however, they never involved in 

seminars, workshops, or conferences that they considered as one of the sources in improving 

their research competency. Thus, we can conclude that alumni who finished thesis in two 

semesters and in three semesters have lower desire in scientific work than alumni who finished 

thesis in one semester. 

 Publishing research work 

Based on the interview, the author found out that most alumni scarcely publish their 

research work. In this case, BD stated: 

"it was posted as a journal, ah ... I ah ... what ... I work together with my supervisor" 

This answer come from one of the alumni who finished thesis in three semesters. In 

addition, only one alumni published the research work. Thus, we can conclude that one of alumni 

who finished thesis in three semesters has a higher motivational-value component of research 

competency in the term of publishing research work. 

However, alumni who finished thesis in one semester have a higher motivational-value 

component of research competency than other alumni because they have an awareness on the 

necessity of research works and they have a bigger desire in scientific works.  

1.2.Methodology-Reflective Component 

In this component, research competency is measured through participants’ ability in 

conducting research, participant’s ability in developing classroom by reflective method and 

research, and participants’ priorities to the use of research in their life.  
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 Ability in conducting research 

Based on the result of the interview, alumni who finished thesis in one semester have 

better ability in conducting research than other alumni. In this case, DA stated: 

“in term of lack of research competency….back when I conduct the thesis….it 

seems zero…. 

In relation to this concern, DA also added about her perspective and experience in 

conducting research: 

"So the first thing to do is actually to make a decision on the title. Well, the title..is 

actually the most important things from all of them. We must first determine what 

we like the most, it is because it will not stress us out, firstly, I have to find out the 

title that I like the most, easy to access, and not too complicated for me. 

Furthermore, the author found out that alumni who finished thesis in two semesters and in 

three semesters tend to have diverse difficulties in conducting researches. In this case, SSN 

explain about her difficulties in conducting research: 

“the first difficulty that I faced is finding previous studies because the average of 

my previous studies were out of date, especially international journal…and then 

determining the data analysis” 

In relation to this concern, CTN said: 

“the lecturers did not want to help, they did not want to teach that topic in two 

meetings...ah the topic of english news...may the problem is only that...in finding the 

object” 

 

Unlike other alumni who experiencing difficulties in finding participants, previous study, 

data analysis, and etc. alumni who finished thesis in one semester did not experience any 

difficulties in conducting the researches. Alumni who finished thesis in one semester even added 

about passion that we have to put in the decision on research problems which cannot be found in 
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the answer of other alumni. Instead of passion, alumni who finished thesis in two and in three 

semesters even struggled in finding proper research problems. Thus, we can conclude that 

alumni who finished thesis in one semester have better ability in conducting research than other 

alumni. 

 

 Ability in developing classroom by reflective method and research 

Generally, reflective method is the act to make a self-reflection after the class is finished, 

the purpose of this method is to find the lack in teaching (Mesa, 2018). Thus, the ability is 

measured through participants’ ability in finding their lack in teaching by using reflective 

method, and finding solutions to their lacks by conducting research or using previous result of 

research.  

Based on the result of the interview, all of alumni have an ability to find their lack of 

teaching by reflective method and also to find solutions by using result of previous researches. In 

this case, ML explained about her experience in using reflective method: 

“after I taught, after teaching and learning was finished after the class was closed 

I asked my students about what made them bored, what made them uncomfortable 

when learning English with me, after that, I would try not to repeat it in the future 

and make them become ah ... comfortable in learning English” 

In relation to this concern, FZ added by mentioning her experience in using previous 

researches as solutions: 

"... there are sometimes when I got the problem, I directly thought about the 

solution, however, there are sometime that I cannot think about the solution so i... 

look on the internet so, there are writings of people like journals or something, 

which explains that if there is an incident like this, how to solve it, so, so, ah, I 

searching it first to get solut... ah ... what ... to get the answer" 
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Based on their answers, there are no alumni who have a better or less ability in using 

reflective method and research in developing classroom. All of alumni have applied reflective 

method during teaching, and also ever used research as solutions. 

 Priorities to the use of research in their life.  

Based on the research result, all of alumni did not prioritize research in solving their 

problems. In this case, ML explained about her experience in solving her classroom’s problems: 

“so after getting a problem in a class, for example my students are less interested 

or bored when i teach, when i cannot directly find a solution to my problem, i mean 

i had to look back at previous research” 

Based on her answer, she firstly tried to find a solution based on her own insight instead 

of previous studies. Previous studies were used when she could not find an answer or a solution 

from her own insight. All of alumni also stated the similar statement as ML, instead of previous 

studies, their solutions were based on students’ suggestion, other teachers’ suggestion, and their 

own insights. 

Furthermore, instead of classrooms’ problems which refer to their professional problems, 

the author also found that all of alumni did not even use research to solve their personal problem. 

In this case, BD stated her opinion regarding the priority of research in her daily life: 

“I don't seem to know about the research priorities in everyday life problems, I 

think, it seems less, it seems less” 

Based on their answers, we can conclude that all of alumni did not prioritize research in 

professional life and did not use research to solve their personal problems. In conclusion, the 

alumni who finished thesis in one semester have a higher methodology-reflective component of 

research competency than other alumni. This is only based on their better ability in conducting 

research because other two components such as ability in using reflective method and research in 
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developing classroom, and priorities of research in their daily life turned out equal to all of 

alumni, in other words, there are not better or worse alumni in both of these components. 

1.3.Operational-Activity Component 

In this component, research competency is measuredthrough participants’ experience in 

using technology during thesis compilation, applying their finding, and their participation in all 

kind of research work. 

 Experience in using technology during thesis compilation 

Based on the interview, all of alumni have an experience in using technological devices 

during data collection and data analysis. However, there are alumni who used more technological 

devices during thesis compilation than other alumni. In this case, BD stated: 

"I think I use more ... technology, because there are some like ah ... what ... like 

books, I used more e-books than I mean ... what ... what ... the book that is directly 

up to it" 

Based on her answer, BD tends to used more technological devices to collect some data 

than books, articles, or etc. in relation to this concern, BD also added by mentioning the 

technological devices that she had been used during thesis compilation: 

“using google, right, looked for articles or journals relating to the title of my thesis, 

that i did by Google, then... what ... email, ah ... sometime when I did the 

consultation, the lecturer asked to send it ah ... via email, then like Youtube, I used 

SPSS because my thesis was quantitative, ah ... so, ... I learnt SPSS by... watching 

the tutorial from Youtube…” 

Overall, alumni who finished thesis in two semesters and in three semesters used 

technological devices in collecting and analyzing the data, such as Google, Gmail, Gdrive, Ms. 

Excell, SPSS, and etc. Furthermore, the author also found out that alumni who finished thesis in 
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two semesters and in three semesters tend to use more technological devices than alumni who 

finished thesis in one semester. In this case, ML stated: 

“the technological devices and the books were concentrated to 50 50, it was the 

same, equally” 

 

In relation to this concern, DUY also said: 

“I used to look for references, I searched journals on Google, and the sites that 

provide journals, if APA, I used a book guide, and also my thesis is about discourse, 

thuus, some sources are from books and some are from ebook... Yeah ... yeah it is 

fifty-fifty so…” 

 

Unlike other alumni, alumni who finished thesis in one semester referred the using of 

technological devices and non-technological devices during thesis compiling as equal. In other 

words, there is no tendency in using more technological devices than non-technological devices 

like other alumni. 

In conclusion, research competency of experience in using technology during thesis 

compilation does not measure weather alumni used more technological devices or not, it only 

measures weather alumni have an experience in using technology during thesis compilation. 

Thus, based on the result of interview, all of alumni have an experience in using technology 

during thesis compilation. 

 Applying their finding 

Based on the interview, most of alumni have not applied their finding yet because they 

have not had a chance to apply it. In this case, ML stated: 

"I have not applied the results of the research that I have done to my real life ah ... 

because this research I did to hm ... add information to the translation lecturers to 

know more about the difficulties of students in translating English text into 
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Indonesian like that, so if I become a lecturer in the future, Insya Allah, I will apply 

the results of the findings” 

Based on her answer, ML have not applied it because her research is aimed to the 

lecturers and she is currently not a lecturer. Furthermore, most of alumni also have the similar 

reason as ML. Specifically, they said that they have not had a chance to apply it because their 

research is aimed to lecturer and teacher, and they are currently not a teacher or a lecturer.  

However, there is one alumni who have already applied the research finding. In this case, 

DA stated: 

"yes, I have…the finding is really like a motivation for me, the theory itself is really 

affected my life…" 

Basically, DA conducted a research about self-management of outstanding students at 

English language education department. The finding is about their strategy in managing 

themselves to be an outstanding student, thus, it can be applied to DA’s daily life as her 

motivation. Overall, her finding can be applied because it is not aimed to lecturer or teacher, 

instead, it is aimed to be applied in our daily life. However, applying research finding of research 

competency measures weather alumni applied their research findings or not, thus, DS is only the 

alumni who have applied her findings. 

 Participating in all kind of research work 

Based on the interview, alumni who finished thesis in one semester tend to be more 

participating in research works than other alumni. In this case, ML said: 

“if it is participating in other people's research, people make research ah ... I have 

become four interviewees including this interview, it is the fourth time that I have 

become an interviewee, like that” 
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Based on her answer, ML often participated in other people research as a participant. All 

of alumni who finished thesis in one semester often participated in other people’s research 

weather as interviewees or as respondents for surveys. 

Furthermore, alumni who finished thesis in two semesters and in three semesters rarely 

participated in other people researches. In addition, some of them did not even participate in 

other people research except this research. In this case, BD stated: 

“not yet, i guess that thesis is the only that I have been involved” 

In relation to this concern, SSN stated: 

“so far not yet, I am not participating in other studies, either as a researcher or a 

respondent” 

 

Overall, we can conclude that alumni who finished thesis in one semester have a higher 

operational-activity component of research competency than other alumni. This is because 

alumni who finished thesis in one semester tend to be more participating in research works, one 

of them also have applied their research finding, and they also have an experience in using 

technology during thesis compilation. Other alumni also have an experience in using technology 

during thesis compilation, however, they have less experience in participating in other people’s 

research and they have not had chance to apply their research findings. 

1.4.Emotional-Volitional Component 

In this component, research competency is measured through alumni determination of 

self-improvement through research activity and their strategies in solving a problem that they got 

during thesis conduction. 
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 Determination of self-improvement through research activity 

Based on the interview, all of alumni have determination of self-improvement through 

research activity, in this case, BD stated: 

“by doing research we... get hm ... new knowledge or new science, there are many new 

sciences that we can get, from our research process and results that we get. And 

what's more ... what is this ... increasing our ability to explain, for example how do we 

get a solution to a problem, so that too, ah ... what ... based on my perception, it is 

also the role of research ah ... then, I got ah ... when I did the research” 

 From her answer, we can infer that BD improved her insight and developed her 

researching skill through research activity, in other word, she performed a self-improvement 

through research activity. Furthermore, all of alumni also stated the same statement as BD which 

is research activity gave them new insight and developed researching skills. 

 Strategies in solving a problem 

Since all of alumni had different problems during thesis compilation, they had to use 

different strategies to solve their problems. In short, all of alumni used proper strategies in 

solving their problems. In this case, RM explained about her strategies in solving her problem 

which is finding participants: 

“so, because I have a hard time in finding the participants, I directly thought about 

this idea, so because my participants were doing their thesis at a time, they must be 

frequently meet their supervisors, so I have to locate them in that kind of places” 

Basically, her participants are final students of English language education department 

who were busy in doing their thesis, Thus, it is hard to meet and interview these participants. 

Because of this problem, she had to locate her participants and then interviewed them at places 
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where she met them. In addition, BD also explained her strategies in solving her problem which 

is self-motivation: 

“Yes, in term of solution what i did, ah ...i mean ... ah ...i believe that ... i must be 

able....to fight myself, fight laziness, because, ah ...the motivation was to speed up , 

ah ... to gradute, to finish it, because if I delayed it, ah ... wait for other people...it 

would not solve... the problem ... the problem, I mean in the future we would face it 

too, whenever... as long as it had not been stretched, so, just speed it up, I mean 

like regularly went to the campus, so, ah ... to knew more information ... about the 

thesis itself….” 

Furthermore, other alumni also applied proper strategies in solving their problems, such 

as problem in finding previous studies, finding a proper data analysis, finding participants, 

problem with supervising, self-motivation, and etc.  

In conclusion, emotional-volitional component of research competency among alumni is 

equal which means that there are no alumni who have higher or lower of emotional-volitional 

component of research competency than others. This can be defined by the fact that all of alumni 

have determination of self-improvement through research activity and all of alumni applied 

proper strategies in solving their problem.  

2. Sources of Research Competency Among Alumni of English Language Education 

Department 

After conducting the interview, the author found out that the sources of research 

competency among alumni can be divided into major sources of research competency and non-

major sources of research competency. The major source of research competency is the source 

that plays bigger roles in developing their research competency, whereas the non-major sources 

of research competency plays less role in developing their research competency. The following 

paragraphs are the source of research competency among alumni: 
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 Research Courses 

Research courses are courses that aimed to build research competency, such as English 

Language Research 1 and 2, Seminar and Discussion, and Research Methodology. Furthermore, 

alumni who finished thesis in one semester and some alumni who finished thesis in three 

semesters stated that research courses play the bigger role in improving their research 

competency than other sources of research competency. In this case, ML stated: 

“when I studied seminars and the discussion, ah ... my lecturer asked us to make 

any research studies and then we researched it and concluded findings like that, 

from it I got the skill in researching… in researching a problem, I was very 

knowledgeable about research, like that, during the course of seminar and 

discussion 

ML stated that all of theories and exercises that she got from research courses really 

helped her in conducting the research. Furthermore, all of alumni who finished thesis in one 

semester and some of alumni who finished thesis in three semesters also stated the similar 

statement as ML which is research courses play bigger role in improving their research 

competency than experience in conducting a research, and self-study. In relation to this concern, 

BD also stated: 

“in conducting the thesis we have to first learn English Language Research to 

understand about the procedure that we will make during thesis conduction….” 

Basically, BD compared sources of research competency, such as research courses, 

experience in conducting researches, and self-study. Based on her answer, research course plays 

bigger roles than others because research courses give us the amount of insight that we need 

before conducting a research. therefore, we can conclude that research course is the major source 

of research competency among alumni who finished thesis in one semester and some alumni who 

finished thesis in three semesters. 
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 Experience in Conducting a Research 

Based on the interview, Alumni who finished thesis in two semesters and some alumni 

who finished thesis in three semesters stated that experience in conducting research plays bigger 

role in developing their research competency than other sources of research competency. In this 

case, SSN said: 

"I think doing research is very influential in developing research competency 

because if we did not start doing it for something important, the skill itself will not 

be seek. Self-study is done because we want to conduct the research itself” 

Based on her answer, experience in conducting research plays bigger roles in developing 

research competency because conducting research obligate us to search researching skills in 

order to solve our research problems. In other word, theory or insight that we get from research 

course cannot turn into researching skill if we do not apply them, thus, research competency 

cannot be developed without conducting research. Furthermore, all of alumni who finished thesis 

in two semesters and some alumni who finished thesis in three semesters stated that experience in 

conducting research is the major source of research competency. 

 Self-study 

In this context, self-study is an effort to understand research theories by reading previous 

studies, discussing with colleagues, discussing with lecturers, and attending seminar, conference, 

or workshop that aims to build researching skills.  Furthermore, the author found out that some 

alumni who finished thesis in three semesters considered self-study as their major source of 

research competency. In this case, RM stated that reading previous studies is her major source of 

research competency: 
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“I think the most affected one is reading previous studies, because after knowing 

theories without knowing the application of it, I mean, we gain theories from 

research methodology course…so If we do not see the example of the application 

from previous studies I think it will affect less to our research competency, because 

I learn things from the example…” 

Based on her answer, RM stated that theories that we gain from research courses cannot 

turn into researching skill without learning the application of the theories in previous studies. For 

example, after gaining the theories on how to make a proper research questions, in order to gain 

the skill of creating proper research question, we have to learn the example of research questions 

from previous studies. Furthermore, the author also found out that some alumni who finished 

thesis in one semester and in two semesters considered self-study as the non-major source of 

research competency. 

3. Problem-Related to The Conduct of Research Among Alumni of English Language 

Education Department 

Based on the interview, the problems in conducting research were also divided into the 

major problems and the non-major problems. Alumni considered the major problem as the 

problem that mostly prevented them in finishing the thesis, whereas the non-major problem is 

considered as the problem that less prevented them in finishing the thesis. The following are the 

problems that alumni faced during research compilation: 

 Lack of Self-motivation 

 Some alumni who finished thesis in one semester and one of alumni who finished thesis 

in three semesters had a problem in self-motivation, in this case, DA said: 

"the only problem that I faced is myself, sometimes I was lazy, so yeah, the only 

problem is myself" 
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 In relation to this concern, DUY said: 

“maybe it's a problem from yourself as well, at the time when we compiling the 

thesis….we must sometime lazy lazy, so probably in the motivation during research 

conduction…” 

 

 Based on their answers, lack of self-motivation is a low interest to finish the research. 

some alumni who finished thesis in one semester stated that lack of self-motivation happened 

because of their sudden laziness. On the other hand, one of alumni who finished thesis in three 

semesters stated that lack of self-motivation happened because they were conducting the research 

without their fellow classmates.  Furthermore, some alumni who finished thesis in one semester 

and one of alumni who finished thesis in three semesters considered decreasing self-motivation 

as their major problem.  

 Difficulty in Finding Participants 

One of the alumni who finished thesis in one semester, two semesters, and three semester 

faced this problem during research conduction. In this case, RM stated: 

“so at the time, my participants are PPL’s students, it is hard because my 

participants at the time were busy with their thesis, so to meet them is very 

difficult…” 

In relation to this concern, ML said: 

“…after that when I interviewed, I got difficulties in conducting the thesis, in 

collecting data, there were many of them on the interviewed day, unable to attend 

to be interviewed” 

Based on their answers, the difficulty of finding participants happened because they have 

to find participants that were busy with other activities at the time. Some participants even broke 

the agreement to participate in the study because they had sudden activities at the time. 
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Furthermore, most alumni who faced this problem considered this problem as their major 

problem, except for one of the alumni who finished thesis in two semesters. 

 

 Problem with Supervising 

Some alumni who finished thesis in two semesters and one of alumni who finished thesis 

in three semesters faced this problem during research conduction, in this case, FZ explained 

about her problem: 

“the misunderstanding because of different brain, not it is not the brain, but the 

different mind between the first supervisor and the second supervisor, we cannot 

compare it, it is certainly different. Their opinions are different, so that's the 

problem” 

Basically, FZ’s problem was a misunderstanding between her first supervisor and the 

second supervisor. Specifically, FZ faced some difficulty in achieving the agreement between 

both of supervisors because the first supervisor suggested a different idea with the second 

supervisor. 

In relation to this concern, BD said: 

“maybe the second obstacle was ah ...a revision like, on one side, we wanted to 

complete it as soon as possible, on another side ...the lecturer might be busy ... so, 

ah ... as the results are, ah ...the revision stayed with the leacturer for a long time, 

maybe around two weeks, three weeks, maybe because of that, ah ...made us feel 

saturated, ah ... the expectations and reality were not balanced” 

Based on their answers, problem with supervising happened because there were 

misunderstanding between the first supervisor and the second supervisor, and also happened 

because of unwillingness of supervisors to fasten the revision of thesis. Furthermore, some 
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alumni who finished thesis in two semesters considered this problem as their major problem, 

whereas one of alumni who finished thesis in three semesters considered this problem as the non-

major problem. 

 Lack of Time/Class Schedule 

One of alumni who finished thesis in three semesters considered this problem as her 

major problem, in this case, SSN stated: 

"I am not early in graduation because at the time I took two different studies at 

two different colleges, so there are a lot of campus subject that has to be taken at 

the same time, so I have to reschedule it on the next semester, so I took times, and 

that makes me very late in graduation" 

 Based on her answer, lack of time/class schedule happened because she was taking two 

different colleges. Specifically, she had to rearrange class schedule between two different 

colleges, thus, this cause her canceling some courses and had to take it in the next semesters. 

Furthermore, this led her to delay the research conduction in one of the college. 

 Difficulty in Finding Previous Studies 

One of alumni who finished thesis in two semesters considered this problem as her major 

problem, in this case, SSN stated: 

“the first difficulty that I faced is finding previous studies because the average of 

my previous studies were out of date, especially international journal…and then 

determining the data analysis” 

Based on her answer, she was having a difficulty in finding a proper previous studies 

because her research problem was rarely studied by other researches.  

 Finding a Proper Data Analysis 
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Beside of finding previous studies, SSN also stated her non-major problem which is 

finding a proper data analysis: 

“then another difficulty is the choosing in the data analysis, so back then I have to 

use descriptive analysis, at first I was very confused on analyzing the data…..” 

 Based on her answer, the difficulty in analyzing the data only happened at the 

beginning of the analyzing proses, after she figured out how to analyze it, the analyzing 

became easier. 

 

A. Discussion 

In term of research competency, the author found out that most of the alumni did not 

possess some trait of research competency. Specifically, in term of motivational-value 

component, Ivanenko et.al. (2015) and Celik (2011) stated that publishing research work is one 

of the components or trait of research competency. However, the author found out that most of 

the alumni did not publish their research work or thesis.  

 In term of operational-activity component, Ivanenko et.al. (2015) and Van den Berg 

(2016) stated that applying research result and participate in all kind of research work are two of 

the components of research competency. However, the author also found out that most of the 

alumni did not apply the finding of their thesis, and also most of them rarely participated in all 

kind of research work.  

 Furthermore, in term of source of research competency, the author found out that thesis 

conduction and research courses are the main sources of research competency among the alumni. 
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This finding is in line with Ismail, & Meerah (2012) who stated that research competency is 

developed both through research course and actual research experience.  

 The author also found out other source of research competency such as self-study which 

is considered as both major source and non-major source of research competency. This finding is 

in line with Fuentes (2017) and Ivanenko et.al (2015) who stated that self-study can improve 

research competency. 

 Additionally, in the term of problem-related to the conduct of research, the author found 

out that the alumni who finished thesis in one semester experienced lack of self-motivation 

during research conduction. This finding is in line with Bocar (2013) who found that the failure 

of the students in conducting research was not only the fault of the university but also the fault of 

their personal management. On the other hand, the alumni who finished thesis in two semesters 

have problems with supervising, this finding is in line with Matin, & Khan (2017) who found out 

that consultation process with supervisors is one of the problems during thesis conduction. 

Specifically, Matin, & Khan (2017) ranked the problem from the least difficult to the most 

difficult problems, as a result, consultation with supervisors is ranked in the second problem.  

 The alumni who finished thesis in three semesters tend to have various problems during 

research conduction, such as self-motivation, lack of time/class schedule, and having a difficulty 

in finding the participants. In addition, the finding of lack of time/ class schedule is in line with 

Fuentes (2017) who stated that Lack of time/ class schedule is one of the problems that 

prospective teacher faced during research conduction. In addition, the finding of having 

difficulty in finding participants is in line with Akyürek, & Avacan (2018). Specifically, the 
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problem of having difficulty in finding participants is ranked on 6 out of 6 which means that this 

problem is considered as the least difficult problems. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

This chapter discusses research conclusion and suggestion. It consists of the summary 

from the data analysis, and some suggestions are presented proposed studies and recommended 

future works which related to the study in the same field of research competency among 

prospective teachers.  

A.    Conclusion 

The author found out that all nine alumni of English language education department have 

a diverse research competency, source of research competency, and problem-related to the 

conduct of thesis or research. As the author stated above, the author analyzed research 

competency based on the work of Ivaneko et.al. (2015) which divide research competency into 

four components such as motivational-value component, methodology-reflective component, 

operational-activity component, and emotional-volitional component. 

In term of research competency, the author found out that alumni who finished thesis in 

one semester have a higher or better research competency than other alumni. As matter of fact, 

alumni who finished thesis in one semester have a higher motivational-value component, a 

higher methodology-reflective component, and a higher operational-activity component of 

research competency than other alumni. Whereas emotional-volitional component of research 

competency turned out to be equal among alumni, in other words, there is no alumni who have 

higher or lower emotional-volitional component of research competency.  
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Furthermore, the author also found out about sources of research competency among 

alumni, specifically, they divided the source of research competency into major and non-major 

sources. Major source is the most influential source in developing their research competency, 

and non-major source is otherwise. Specifically, all of the alumni who finished thesis in one 

semester and one of the alumni who finished thesis in three semesters stated that their major 

source of research competency is research courses, whereas the non-major sources are research 

conduction and self-study. The alumni who finished thesis in two semesters and one of alumni 

who finished thesis in three semesters stated that the major source of research competency is 

research conduction, whereas the non-major sources are research courses and self-study. On the 

other hand, one of alumni who finished thesis in three semesters also stated that self-study is the 

major source of research competency, whereas research courses and research conduction are the 

non-major sources of research competency. 

Finally, in term of problem-related to the conduct of research, the alumni who finished 

thesis in one semester tend to have a self-motivation as their major problem, however, one of 

them also stated that her major problem is finding participants. Alumni who finished thesis in 

two semesters tend to have problems with supervising and finding previous studies as their major 

problems, however, they also have problem in finding participants and finding proper data 

analysis as their non-major problems. On the other hand, alumni who finished thesis in three 

semesters tend to have diverse major problems. Such as, lack of time/schedule, finding 

participants, and self-motivation. Whereas their non-major problem is problems with 

supervising. 
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B.    Suggestion 

Based on the findings, there are many suggestions that the author can provide. First, for 

the students of English language education department, they should learn the behavior of alumni 

who finished thesis in one semester because they have a higher research competency than others. 

In term of the finding of sources of research competency, the students should also develop their 

research competency from self-study beside of research courses and research conduction. 

Finally, in term of problem-related to the conduct of research, they should develop proper 

strategies in solving their problems during research conduction. 

Second, for the lecturers, they should use the finding of research competency as positive 

reinforcement for their students to develop research competency in the way alumni who finished 

thesis in one semester had developed research competency. In term of source of research 

competency and problem-related to the conduct of research, they should provide information to 

students about sources that can develop research competency and problems that might happen 

during research conduction.  

And finally, for the researchers, the author found out that there are many proposed studies 

that can be taken by other researchers in the future. Firstly, in term of research competency, other 

researchers can conduct an experimental study where they develop research competency based 

on the work of Ivanenko et.al. (2015). In term of sources of research competency, other 

researchers can diagnose whether current research courses in English Language Education 

Department are adequate in developing research competency. And finally, in term of problem-

related to the conduct of research, other researchers can diagnose the cause of lack of self-

motivation during research conduction.  
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Appendix 2: Interview Transcript 

*the original language of the interview is Bahasa  

DUY 

1. Interviewer: Ah…Okay, before that thank you very much for participating in this 

interview ah…so before…so as I said before I want to know your experience in writing 

thesis, actually your perception of research from studying ELR to write the thesis, 

specifically from this interview I want to know about your research skills…then also 

problem faced during the research and also from where you got the research skill 

hm…and this interview is anonymous so your name will not be in my interview…in my 

research and that is…also this interview is e…and there is no wrong answer and so you 

can express your opinion freely, since I want to know your perception and experience, I 

really want you to answer freely, and this interview will last for 40 minutes. So do you 

have 40 minutes? If you do, please reply yes, if you don’t please reply no. Okay, I will 

start from an easier question, please explain how did you carry out the research? From 

getting the title to analyzing the data and the result. 

Interviewee: So the research started from searching for the title and of course I am 

looking for something that I like the most so that later when I conducted it…when there 

is no enthusiasm anymore at least…because we like the title, we still have the enthusiasm 

to do it, then because my title is about analyzing the film, so it started ah…looking for 

material of analysis then looking…looking for the method which is an instrument that I 

want to analyze then doing the research itself, which is evaluation because my thesis is 

about discourse, and that it…and then determining the title that has advantage which 

means the result that can be used, huh…ah…expect…the result of research can be useful. 

 

2. Interviewer: Ah…what was your research title? Ah…and could you please give the 

detail on the significance of it? 

Interviewee: Hm…my research title is conventional Implicative Analysis in Kingdom of 

Heaven Movie Script by William Monahan, so it is for communication purposes, I 

analyzed how people talk, I analyzed the intention of him/her talking about this, so it is 

obviously useful for communication before we conduct…when we communicate with 

people. Not everyone conveyed the message implicitly and explicitly, there is something 

implied, so I was analyzing the implicit conversation. The material of analysis is movie 

of kingdom of heaven…and my thesis is also useful for linguistics course, discourse 

analysis course, where lecturers…when they want to teach…when the lecturers teach, 

they can use my thesis as teaching material. 

 

3. Interviewer: Okay, besides the reason which is you choose the title because it was easy, 

is there any scientific reason? Maybe because it was your interest or maybe you just 

suddenly got that problem or other reasons on how you got that problem, because if your 



reason is easiness, the others are easy too, right. What is your scientific reason in 

choosing that title? 

Interviewee: Eh, did I say that I choose that title because it was easy? Actually, no, I 

choose the title not because it was easy, because in term of easiness, my supervisor said 

that my research title is categorized as a difficult title. The reason I choose that title, the 

first is because of my interest, I really like communication as well, so I think…so because 

of that…I have interest in communication. And in term of finding the problem ah ... in 

every day communication, there are sometimes implicit and explicit mean, so yeah that 

was the background of it. 

 

4. Interviewer: Hmm…Okay, hm…next question is I want to know your problems ah... 

when you conduct the research, either one problem or many problems, you may share to 

me, more detailed are better. 

Interviewee: Ah ... the problem when doing my thesis…the problem might be the data 

collection which is looking for journals, looking for thesis and related book, other people 

is also doing it which is looking for a lot of information and sources. There was a time 

when I wrote the thesis…when I was lazy, it is probably about the motivation in writing 

the thesis, and then we also had to look for....I mean the thesis must be finished. 

 

5. Interviewer: Ah...Okay, from those two things, you said that ah... the problem is in 

finding reference…and what is it...self-motivation, so from those of the two problems, 

which problems that are more affected in collecting and writing the thesis? 

Interviewee: Ah… it is not really affected though, but it is probably self-motivation, at 

the beginning. Because in term of thesis, if we left out it for a while, we would be lazy in 

continuing it. In term of reference, we just have to understand the keywords and 

diligently looked for it. 

 

6. Interviewee: Hm...it is not about hindering, but it is more about between those two 

problems, which problem that you categorized as the main problem? Is it self-motivation 

or reference? 

Interviewee: Ah...if that is the question, then yes, it is self motivation. 

 

7. Interviewer: How did you tackle or find a solution to the problem of self-motivation? 

Please detail it. 

Interviewee: Ah...normally I ah ... I hinder…not hindering, I think the problem is when I 

left of my thesis, for example, when I diligently wrote it, and then, all of a sudden I felt 

lazy and left it, and that continued, so I tackled it with ah....Remembering that…Oh, I 

have to finish it ah...the strongest motivation is ah ... a good way to handle it, for me is 

with.... Oh, I have to finish it because I started it, and I have to finish it when I started it, I 

remember again about this thesis which can't be left behind, so it is about look back to the 



problem which is self-motivation, and the solution is also self-motivation, motivating 

yourself to finish the thesis, motivating yourself to finish what I made, don't delay it, the 

most important thing is because a lot… because I ah ... I motivate myself with a lot of 

things that I want to achieve so don't let the thesis hinder it. 

 

8. Interviewer: Okay... Next question is... how was the use of technology in the writing of 

your thesis? for example, like Google, Gmail, and also there are people who also used 

Excel, SPSS, and others, if it is an interview, maybe you used Google Docs or other 

software to transcribe. 

Interviewee: The use of technology is very useful, I did not use like other people use it 

which is SPSS and others, however, from looking for material ah ... until ah ... looking 

for reference, I used technology like Google for movies and references, I used 

technology, but, I might not... I don't use any particular application, probably it is only for 

searching information or other sources.  

 

9. Interviewer:  Okay, but ah…I have another question, did you use more technology in 

looking for or it is from Google or from book? 

Interviewee: If it is looking for references, I used both of them, because I searched for 

journals on Google and on sites that provide both journals. In term of APA guide, I have 

it from the book. Also my thesis is about discourse, so there are some from books, and 

there are some that I used e book. 

 

10. Interviewers:  Oh, it means fifty-fifty, there is no prioritization, the next question is that 

besides the thesis, did you ever participate in other research activities? 

Interviewee: yes, it is fifty-fifty, and in term of research, I did not join any group that 

focuses on research, at the most, I often became respondents like this which is when you 

conducted the research and looking for the respondent, and survey as well, small survey 

when learning EAP, in term of becoming researchers, my Skripsi is the only research that 

I have conducted 

 

11. Interviewer: hm…what about the seminars? Which discussed the results of people’s 

research, or conference? Ah…if I say like that maybe you understand it as indeed the 

seminars that discussed merely about the result of research but it is not what I mean, but 

it more like scientific seminars such as discussing technology or whatever, and please go 

into detail if there are any! 

Interviewee: Actually, there is, probably, but I forget it, it was a long time ago, like in 

the first semester, it was ICAIOS... ICAIOS… ICAIOS for ah…ICAIOUS for what 

program, I forgot it, then in term of seminars that used technology, it seems that all the 

research definitely use the technology nowadays, right, the in term of seminar, I did not 



join... I ever participated in MUN, well, that's a conference, yeah, this is what I 

understand from your question. 

 

12. Interviewer: Oh, okay, I forgot that you ever took part in the MUN hm...after that, the 

next question is ah... have you applied you research's result? I mean that have you used 

it? 

Interviewee: In term of usability, I have not used it yet because it have been only few 

months, my research's result, but ah…my research is useful in everyday life because I 

also…it is communication so it is useful oh…like more understand about discourse when 

we communicate with people. 

 

13. Interviewer: Okay, hm…the next question is ah…please list from where did you got the 

skills to research? Not just from UIN, but also from other institution or self-study. In 

UIN, we got the skill from ELR, Research Methodology, Seminar and Discussions, and 

others. 

Interviewee: If research skill ah…yes, probably I gained it from that, knowing about 

how to research and anything that related to research, I know it from the college, 

right…from ELR courses and also from the campus, basically it is from campus course. 

Then in term of self-study, I probably read journal and thesis, so there are references and 

I also know how to do that from ELR courses which is about how to do research by 

looking other people’s research. 

 

14. Interviewer: Well, in term of ELR, there is the book, well not the book, it has a syllabus, 

so did you learn the skills from the syllabus or when you conducted the thesis? Did you 

look for other books? There are books such as a research methodology book, however, 

you do it on your own which do not come from lecturer’s order.\ 

Interviewee: Ah…I don’t understand your question, because logically, lecturers teach 

according to the syllabus of the campus, all learning sources come from our individual 

searching, so when I take the ELR classes, we had to look for the material of learning on 

our own, so it does not come from lecturers, lecturers only mentioned about the topic, so 

in term of the material itself, we have to look for it by ourselves. And the main sources of 

the skill definitely come from the class. 

 

15. Interviewer: Okay, the mains source is that, however, what I meant is the effort of 

looking for the material of learning that comes from outside of the ELR classes’ 

assignment. For example, when you write your thesis, did you have to look for the new 

book again? I used the only book that I got through ELR class, and I still use it now, I 

saw many people are not doing the same thing as mine. 



Interviewee: Ah…yeah, at most, it come from the ELR classes, research books like the 

APA book, I got it from the supervisor of the thesis, from Mr. Nasir, and then in term of a 

thesis guidebook, it was from Mr. Saiful. 

 

16. Interviewer: In your opinion, what is the role of research or thesis in forming the 

research skills? For example, in UIN, there are ELR and others, is it just enough for us to 

form research skill without the practice of research itself? What I mean is only learning 

theory. 

Interviewee: In my opinion, research or thesis is very important in developing…ah…not 

just…so firstly, yes, we definitely learn ELR and all kind of research methodologies, 

however, if we practice them, we know how to use them. And research is very important 

in building not only in term of how but also in term of us, for example, we are previously 

not a researcher, and then, there are several studies that require us to look for a data, so 

we have to make a relationship with other people or sample, this include a trained skill 

like how we communicate with other people, thus, in my opinion, the act of research or 

research is very important ah…that’s it. 

 

17. Interviewer: but which is more important? Is it thesis or ELR? 

Interviewee: I don’t know, I don’t think they are interchangeable, in my opinion, before 

we conduct a research, we have to firstly pass ELR classes in order to find out the steps 

that we have to perform in thesis, if I assume that thesis is more important than ELR, well 

it would give a zero knowledge in doing the thesis itself. After I passed the ELR, I know 

theoretically how to conduct a research. 

 

18. Interviewer: Okay, so you conducted the research, read a various result of other people’s 

research, the point is you have been involved in the world of research. So, in your 

opinion, what is the role of research in your life? Both personal life and professional life. 

Interviewee: A very important role, the role of research is very important. In term of my 

personal life, I become more familiar with ah…my research…hm…the focus of my 

research is communication, I mean I become more informed…I understand more about 

what I am doing. I wrote about implicated, so I understand more about the implication 

itself. In term of professional life, I understand more about academic writing and how 

useful it is for me when I want to write academic related because I am getting used to it, I 

have started to be familiar with things like that because the act of thesis writing, so it 

becomes very useful. 

 

19. Interviewer: so you understand the benefit to your personal and professional life, 

however, if I might give you a case of example, if you have a problem, is research a 

priority in solving the problem or not? Or solve the problem by assuming through your 

existing knowledge or instinct.  



Interviewee: Depend on the problem, but solving problem based on research is not 

something that I prioritized. I prioritize solving the problem based on experience and 

existing knowledge. 

 

20. Interviewer: Okay, this might be the last question, before that I want to check it first, 

have you ever heard about reflective teaching? So it is about reflecting yourself after 

teaching, or conducting self-reflection session. For example, identify your flop, and then, 

looking for the solution.  My question is did you look for the solution outside of the 

classroom or inside the classroom? Or did you find the solution from other researcher?  

Interviewee: so, it means a reflection when teaching, but my research is not pedagogical, 

so what does it mean? 

 

21. Interviewer: when you did your PPL, did you use reflective teaching? 

Interviewee: Oh, I usually look for ah…reflective teaching…I looked for the solution 

outside of the classroom, yeah, looking for the solution outside of the classroom, and 

asking to other teachers, and reading, normally, there were teachers that have the same 

experience as mine, so it was like asking others for their experience and reading books. 

ML 

1. Interviewer: Okay before that thank you very much because you have spent…taking the 

time to participate in this interview, like I said before I wanted to know about you writing 

experience, basically ah…actually I want to know that…your perception on research 

since learning ELR until writing the thesis ah…from this interview I want to know your 

ability in research based on your perception, also ah…how did you get such research 

skills? And what problems did you face during thesis conduction? ah…so this interview 

will take time for 40 minutes, so can you? If you do, reply yes, if you do not, reply no. 

Interviewee: Yes, I can 

 

2. Interviewer: So, this interview is anonymous, your name will not be mentioned in the 

research. Okay, we start with an easier question which is how did you carry out your 

research? Please explain it! 

Interviewee: During the research conduction, I was involving 10 students of…of one 

unit to help me collecting the data which was about translating English to Indonesian, 

well, after I gained the data from them, I also conducted the interviews. 

 

3. Interviewer: Okay, ah…you have already explained, from the process of interview and 

so on, well, I got a new question, how come did you get that problem as your research 

title? 

Interviewee: Oh, it is recorded, ah…so based on the interview that I have done, uh…but 

a non-formal interview with one of ah…the lecturers of the translation course, he said 



that…the lecturer from one of the translation courses at UIN Ar raniry, he said that the 

students in his class had a lot of difficulties in translating and they did not have much of a 

self-confidence in translating English, from English text to Indonesia. So, based on the 

problem that I have concluded, I wanted to find out about their method and their strategy 

in translating English to Indonesia, therefore, I would know whether…what they 

got…what were their difficulties in translating, like that. 

 

4. Interviewer: Oh, you got the research problem from your lecturer then, okay, good 

answer, after this, we…let’s move on to the next question, what was your main problem 

when conducting research or when doing the thesis? You can just mention one problem, 

but if you have more than one problem, then, you can mention it as well, however, if you 

could just mention your main problem, that might be better. 

Interviewee: what are the examples of the problems? Whether it is about writing the 

thesis or not, Is it a problem in finding the data? Or? 

 

5. Interviewer: Ah…all your problems that can be categorized as the problems, if I give 

you an examples, then, it will be based on my perception. All problems that you 

considered as a problem when compiling the thesis, please explain it! 

Interviewee: Ah…so, the problem that I faced during compiling the thesis was collecting 

the data. In my thesis, I used test item which is the translation activities, the sample 

translated the text, and then they got into the interview, then, when hm…I didn’t get any 

trouble during test item because I went to their class to get the data, and it is after the 

course finished, well, I had not yet gotten the difficulties until they got into the interview 

session, I got the difficulties in compiling the thesis…in collecting the data, there were 

many of them, on the interview day, unable to meet me. 

 

6. Interviewer: Oh, that is the problem ah…your problem, it is your main problem, huh? 

The participants could not do it, it was hard to get the participants, huh? 

Interviewee: Yes, only that is the problem that I faced when compiling the thesis, there 

were no others, because I can easily meet the lecturers, I did not get any problem in 

writing the thesis as well, it was only that, it was just during collecting the interview data, 

like that. 

 

7. Interviewer: Okay, so that was your problem, well, how did you look for a solution to 

that problem? You didn’t get the participants, then, what was the solution?  

Interviewee: The solution that I got when I was having trouble interviewing them 

was…I was just contacting them everyday, asking their leisure time so that I could do the 

interview, like that, ah…well it was very time consuming, it took a lot of my time 

because I had to follow their schedule, and then, I also had to spend time with one of 

them at a time, I had to find what is the perfect time, what day that they were available, 



and I also had to go to their places, like their houses, then, I had to find their houses as 

well, sometimes, they were in the campus, ah…I had to find them in the campus as well, 

it took more than a week. 

 

8. Interviewer: Oh, that was your difficulty, participants, okay, ah…good answer, it could 

be…what…my result because it is different from the other interviewees. Ah…after 

that…the next question is…during the thesis conduction, what were the technologies that 

you use? Please explain! For example, the technologies like Google, Gmail, a computer 

or others. So, please explain it! What was the use of oh…how did you use technology 

during the thesis conduction?  

Interviewee: The use of technology during thesis compilation is only laptops and 

Google, and cellphones, well, my thesis only used two…only two instruments, namely 

test items and ah…what was it…the interview, then, my thesis used…using the 

ah…qualitative method, so I did not use SPPS and any kind of it. Well, Google 

ah…Google was very useful in doing the thesis, such as searching the journals, then, for 

the test item, I needed an Islamic story in English, so I found it through Google. And 

then, my cellphone…I used the cellphone to record ah…ah…the interviews…my 

interviewee, I used the cellphone, then ah…like…ah…after that, during the interview, it 

needed a documentation, so the documentation also used the cellphone. 

 

9. Interviewer: if it is possible, can you please make a percentage? Did you use more 

technology? Technology or books? Did you go to reading room to search for books? Or 

did you just use the technology like Google or Docs? 

Interviewee: based on my percentage, during compiling the thesis, the technological 

devices and the books were concentrated to fifty-fifty, it was equal, both of them. 

 

10. Interviewer: Oh, okay, ah…the new question…hm…you got ah…the finding…the 

finding from your thesis, or ah…yes, the finding from your thesis, did you use your 

finding? Did you use it? The finding? 

Interviewee: I have not yet used the result of the research that I have done to my life 

because this research is done for hm…adding information to the translation lecturers, to 

know the difficulties of student in translating English text to Indonesia, so if I become a 

lecturer in the future, insya Allah, I will use the result of the research. 

 

11. Interviewer: Ah…okay, I will not listen to your response anymore because I will not 

make a new question out of it, and if there are a lot of question, I will have a difficult 

time in transcribing it, right. The next question is that besides you thesis, did you 

participate in other research activities? Both as a solo researcher or a group. 

Interviewee: what kind of participation? Is it as an interviewee in a research or making 

another study? I don’t quite understand. 



12. Interviewer:  Both of them, ah…the point is participating in research activity, either you 

as a researcher or being researched, so please explain it! More detailed is better.  

Interviewee: Ah…participating in research…I have not yet conducted any other research 

other than my thesis. Only one research that I have completed, no others, ah…in term of 

participating in researchers’ project…researcher who conducted a research ah…I have 

been involving in four interview including this one, it is the fourth time that I have 

became an interviewee. 

 

13. Interviewer: Oh okay, so you never…never involved as researcher except for your 

thesis, hm…the next question is how did you get the research skill? For example, from 

ELR or generally the campus itself because we have those, or maybe from thesis 

conduction, please explain it! How did you get that researching skill? 

Interviewee: Ah…from ELR 1, 2, and the course of seminar and discussion, I only 

gained the theory of doing a thesis or research from ELR 1 & 2, however, after studying 

seminar & discussion ah…my lecturer asked us to make any research studies, and then, 

after conducting it until finding the result, I think I gained the researching skill, I was 

very knowledgeable about research during the course of seminar and discussion. 

 

14. Interviewer: oh, so your researching skill comes from seminar and discussion course, 

huh? Ah…it means that…it is very related to my next question. Base on your perception, 

ah…research experience like you faced previously or thesis, it had an important 

role…how is the role in forming you research skill? 

Interviewee: what do you mean by that? I don’t quite understand. 

 

15. Interviewer: Hm…like this, you have already conducted the thesis, so from this 

experience, you gained the researching skill, right? So the researching skill, from what 

you said earlier, you gained it from ELR and thesis conduction. Well, now the question is 

that based on your perception, did the thesis conduction or other research conduction take 

an important role in forming your researching skill? So that’s it. 

Interviewee: Yes, research conduction or thesis conduction plays an important role or a 

very influential role to our skills, hm…in such research, so ah…our experience in 

researching…conducting research is very important in acquiring researching skill. 

 

16. Interviewer: Oh, okay hm…so maybe this is the second of the last question. Ah…you 

have already conducted the thesis, and you have already read a lot of research of other 

researchers, right. In your opinion, what is the research role in your life? 

Interviewee: So, in my opinion, the role of research in my daily life…in my opinion is 

hm…maybe is only two hm…which are adding reference and making us know the thing 

that we previously have not understood. After conducting the research, we know more 



and add more information, such as adding new information, and new insight. In my 

opinion, that is all. 

 

17. Interviewer: did you often participate, for example, in seminars, conferences that 

discussed about…what do we call it…the result of some researches or so? 

Interviewee: Yes, I do. 

 

18. Interviewer: Please give me a detailed answer. 

Interviewee: Yes, I participated in some workshops or research. One of which that I still 

remember was that the Aceh International Workshop and Expo on Tsunami Disaster. 

Well, there were many research presented, there were many of them presented in English 

about disaster. From the workshop, I can learn about their findings and how they did the 

research, thus, it was improving…improving my insight about doing a research. It was 

very helpful. 

 

19. Interviewer: Okay, I will not response to your answer anymore because there will be no 

more new question from your previous answer. Okay, the next question is that you have 

done the research and also other kind of related activities, thus, what is research priority 

in your life? If you have a problem, what did you look for first? Is it research or? My 

question is how is research priority in your life? 

Interviewee: In my opinion hm…the priority of research in my daily life is very 

important because research has findings, gaining the finding at the end of the research is 

really helping us in everyday life to gain an information…new information. 

 

20. Interviewer: Okay, so before that I did a miscalculation, the next question is supposed to 

be the second of the last question. So, have you heard about reflective teaching? 

Interviewee: I don’t know much about reflective teaching but I’ve heard and read about 

it, however, I don’t know in a whole. I know that reflective teaching is collecting the data 

in class such as observation, then, the researcher getting the data through ah…an indirect 

observation or unplanned observation, I think that is reflective teaching, but I don’t 

know…I meant information not data. 

 

21. Interviewer: So, the reflective teaching…it is a reflection. So, after teaching process, 

you have to reflect about your lack, then, find a solution to this lack. It is called reflective 

teaching because later in the future, we won’t repeat the same mistake. 

Interviewee: Oh, yeah, yes, yes, yes, yes. 

 

22. Interviewer: So, the question is how is the use of reflective in your teaching process?  

Even though, you may…you have used reflective teaching, but you did not know the 



method name. So, the question is how was the use of reflective teaching during your 

teaching process? 

Interviewee: So, after the teaching is ending, after the teaching and learning process 

finished, after the class ended, I asked my students about what made them bored, what 

made them uncomfortable when learning English with me, after that, I would use that as 

my reminder in the future and also make them became ah…comfortable in learning 

English. 

 

23. Interviewer: The findings in your reflective teaching, did you ever conduct research to 

find the solution? Finding the solution by knowing…so in this case, this is your lack, and 

the solution to it will be this one. Or, did you find the solution through literature reviews 

just like professional teacher does? 

Interviewee: So, after interpreting the problem, I then reviewed it by literature. I 

searched for the theories that were right to solve the problem. So it was in accordance to 

the theories. 

 

24. Interviewer: it is not about your thesis, but it is related to the reflective teaching earlier. 

So, after you interpret the problem or your lack, the lack is supposed to be your problem, 

right? Did you conduct the research for it? Or you just knew the solution to your 

problem. I meant reflective teaching. 

Interviewee: Oh, yeah, yeah, so after gaining the problem in the class, for example, the 

problem is that my students are less interested or bore when I taught them. When I cannot 

find the solution, I had to look back to the previous research, I think that is more accurate 

than our own taught. Actually, it is okay to find solution based on your own taught, 

however, it is more acceptable if we review a literature or previous researches to find 

solution. 

 

DA 

1. Interviewer: Okay, thank you very much for taking the time to participate in this 

interview, like I said before I want to know about your experience in writing the thesis, 

actually your experience from learning ELR until compiling the thesis. So, I hope that 

through this interview I would be able to know your research skills, the problem faced 

during thesis compilation, and the source of your research skill. This interview might take 

40 minutes, so, can we continue? 

Interviewer: Yes, let’s get to the next! 

 

2. Interviewer: Okay, let’s start from an easier question, please explain about how did you 

carry out the research? 



Interviewer: actually carry out the research is about planning because we have to finish 

our pedagogical research which the thesis. So the first thing is actually the title, well, 

from the title, this is actually the most important thing of all. We must choose the one that 

we like the most, why? Because if we like it, it doesn’t stress us out. I have to firstly look 

for what I like, easy to get, easy to access, not too difficult, then, the point is easy but not 

too simple. Actually, it is got to be not too easy but not too complicated and also do not 

stress me out. So, it must be what I like. The access is easy and easy to understand, the 

theme or the idea of research. The second is…what is it…the second one is…ah…in 

conducting research, we have to firstly find the title, then, looking for the variable. My 

variable is about psychology because I think it is something that we do everyday and I 

also have passion toward it, so, it was already easy. And then, in term of English, it is 

also my favorite, so, the title was about how do students of English…smart student of 

English…smart student of English language education department ah…how are their 

motivation, how are their self-management, so, it was easy. Well, it was not easy on 

compiling it, but if we plan it, we can choose from the easier one. From the title, we can 

easily understand about the research itself which is how these smart students manage 

themselves in order to be really smart, it is easy to understand and it is easy to conduct. 

Then, in term of conducting the research, we certainly know that we have to firstly search 

for the theories…we must firstly search for the theories, and most importantly, before we 

look for the theories, we must have a guide, if we have a guide, such as from seniors. 

When I asked my seniors about my thesis, their opinion was not the same as mine, 

however, at the end of the day, there is a advantage of it.  My idea was like this, her idea 

was like this, and how to combine it, that was actually also a thinking process. I chose 

theory that was easy to access, it can be from the internet and also from daily life. And 

the theory was not always has to be from the expert, a lot of time, I also used articles. 

Actually, during thesis compilation, I used ELR as my base, we have already learnt ELR, 

there were many topics inside it, ah…firstly, like the chapter…chapter that must be…if 

we don’t understand the intention of each chapter like the research question, then, so on. 

It certainly has the rules which is step by step…how do I explain it…there are 

differences, for example, chapter 1 about how we can measure our research through 

research question, and then, the background. It is actually easy if we just follow one 

source. For example, my ELR’s lecturer, Mr. Saiful has his own reference, so just follow 

his direction. Surely, the most important is ah…systematic. Like begin from the chapter 

1, what can be included to it, and then chapter 2, what the purpose of the research, and 

the go on. 

 

3. Interviewer: Okay, you previously explained about the easy access on material, or 

looking for reference. And now I want to ask you about what technique did you use? And 

whether it was easy to plan it? 



Interviewee: there were a different easiness for different people, but generally, people 

don’t like complicate thing. Like the thing between qualitative and quantitative, if you 

like more one measurement stuff, the quantitative is the right thing for you. I chose 

qualitative because it is in accordance with…what is it…with my research title, if I 

choose quantitative, it would not match with ah…the research title because it was about 

self-management of people…outstanding people…smart people, so, it will be more 

precise if I analyze it qualitatively. Why? Because I want to know…how do I explain 

it…the person himself, his daily life in self-managing. It was more about his/her 

experience about managing himself/herself, managing his/her daily life, managing his/her 

activities and routines, however, it did not mean that it would not work with quantitative 

technique either, but it is more appropriate with qualitative, and it would be more easy. 

Why? Because qualitative is just interviewing, and it’s more easier because…because the 

sample is less than quantitative, the sample in qualitative can be less than quantitative. 

We know that quantitative…quantitative is quantity and qualitative is quality, even 

though it is only five people, the content is all about what the people said. So that is also 

related to my research title, so like I said before, I measure about this smart people, it is 

quantitative because I analyzed about their self-management, thus, this is quality, the 

quality of this specific person. It is more proper to put qualitative, in order to get more, 

how can I explain this? When I analyze it, the analyzation is through descriptive analysis 

because interview certainly used descriptive analysis. The sample described their self-

management, this analysis is actually easy compared to quantitative, and it is also used a 

fewer sample, we don’t need 30 people because 6 people is already enough, it is easier 

but it does mean it is easy. Because it is quality, we have to pay attention to everything 

these people said. By the way, that what qualitative is, there is a difficult part and there is 

easy part. However, it also depend on the individual, I prefer the descriptive analysis and 

use the interview to do the research. 

 

4. Interviewer: Okay des, ah…probably if I reviewed your previous answer, it may take 

time, ah…that’s also because each question only have one additional question. Then, the 

next question, so, what’s the main problem that you faced during compiling thesis? 

Interviewee: the problem is actually a lot, supervisor can also be a problem, we also can 

be a problem, the research title can also be our problem, material or reference can also be 

a problem. But, Alhamdulillah, my supervisor is ah…easy, Alhamdulillah, my supervisor 

were very supportive, then, my research title is also so supportive because I look for 

something that I master about. My supervisor is also very supportive saying that I was 

looking for something fast not a complicated one. Alhamdulillah, the instrument were 

also easy, the material was easy, Alhamdulillah, there is a senior that were in Australia, I 

gave her the keywords, she searched for the article materials about it. And then in term of 

conducting the research, there were a minimum amount of related books, so it was all via 

email. And then in term of the computer, it is actually through mobile which is typing, 



looking for material, looking for ideas and copying. Actually the problem that I faced 

during thesis conduction is myself, I was lazy, and the solution is that I have to aware of 

myself, like it should be like this and set a target that I have to pass or graduate this year. 

So I put the target as the solution, then, the second one is making routines, every morning 

until 9 o’clock, the main activity is that I have to work on my thesis and eat at 9 o’clock, 

then take a break, 10 till 12 is free. The routine is actually to make two or one paragraph 

and every afternoon I must go out and hanging out with my friends, in order to avoid 

stress.  

 

5. Interviewer: Ah, okay, the answer is very good, I concluded some new questions, like 

you said before the problem is yourself, does it include lack of ability to do a research? 

Interviewee: In term of lack of ability in researching, based on my research process, it 

does not exist at all, but I guess it does not, I do not know because the difficulties are 

different to each other. But, Alhamdulillah, I didn’t have any problem in the use of 

researching skills, there is no such thing. Like I said before, I used coding, so I just 

followed the theory based on what I understood from ELR and apply it.  

 

6. Interviewer: Oh, it means that your problem is yourself, and the solution is the 

motivation? 

Interviewee: Yes, it was about self-motivation, which is that I have to speed up. It was 

only that, and the supervisor is really easy. 

 

7. Interviewer: Oh, it means that…I can conclude that your main problem in researching is 

motivation. okay,  we proceed to the next question, based on your answer, you said that 

there is computer, cellphone, and Gmail, and so on, right? Can you please explain further 

of how is the use of technology during research? 

Interviewee: Hmm, yeah, all of them is online, there is textbook, all of them is online. 

Like supervisor is also doing his job through online, and it is also very helpful. For 

example, I used sketch app to highlight summarization from some articles, I used Gmail 

to deliver ah…so I have to sent keywords to my senior, then she sent some kind of file, 

file containing the articles that I was looking for, sent it by using Gdrive, then I also used 

cellphone to type, let’s just say that I was reading an articles, and there is something 

important that I encounter, so I used that app to highlighted the important app through 

that app, which cause me to delete any kind of writing activity, I highlighted by color 

lines, then saves it, I also used cellphone to send keywords and  record the interview. 

 

8. Interviewer: Oh, I never thought that I finally got my intended finding, apparently you 

used online media 100%, yeah, anyway, ah…this is a new question, the question is 

hm…after you got the finding, did you use it? 



Interviewee: Indeed, I actually looking for something that I need, I conducted a research 

about people that I admire, like they are very religious, they have ambition, strong 

enthusiasm like that. My research is like slapping myself, it advised me, it motivated 

myself, like theories about how you manage your time. The one that motivated me is my 

finding, the finding was about their routines, like about the important of praying. If we 

want to success, we must do some efforts and pray. My finding was like advice to myself, 

even though sometime I didn’t use it because we are called human being, like moody and 

stuff.  

 

9. Interviewer: Oh, I think I will read your research because it seems very interesting, 

anyway, ah..a new question is arising, have your ever participated in other research 

activities? either as researcher or object of research. 

Interviewee: Many of them, for example like being a sample, then, I also help friends. 

So, in my class, there are two people who have graduated, me and another friend. If for 

example there are those who want to ask question like that, I would help them. However, 

because I am currently working, I still mildly help them. They will ask something like 

how to conduct some stuff, how to analyze, I really supported them so that they can 

graduate too. 

 

10. Interviewer: Oh, okay, good answer, I thought you would answer that you never 

participate in other researches, so I conclude a new question, the next question is that 

where did you get the skill of researching? In UIN, we have ELR, or maybe you also took 

a research course in other institution, please explain it. 

Interviewee: Okay, so the guideline is actually ELR, actually it’s really ELR, no others. 

However, if I used one source, I will follow that or used that as my guideline, even 

though I was really lazy to deal with this kind of thing, I have to take it seriously. 

Sometime, we cry about it, at the beginning of we could not understand how to analyze it. 

In my case, I only look for one guided book that it is really fit to my problem. I asked my 

lecturer about how to search this specific book, I forgot the title. My friend also gives me 

four books to read. And I also confused by people who used a lot of books then confused 

about it. My research is actually based on two books, the book about self-management, I 

got it online, and the one more is book about research theory. 

 

11. Interviewer: Oh, it means that the book is not only from lecturer but also you got it by 

yourselves?  

Interviewee: Yes, of course, not only from ELR, there were also friends, lecturers, but 

not many, I only took few of them, then for my data, I only select 8 articles that are 

proper, at the very least, I have to read it correctly and look for keywords and ideas of it. 

 



12. Interviewer: Okay, in your opinion, what is thesis…the role of thesis in developing your 

researching skill is very important? What is your perception of thesis in developing your 

researching skill? 

Interviewee: Sure, because we do the process of it, after the process, we are experienced 

because we did research before. From here we already have skills like that but hm…this 

is certainly also lessons, there are also lesson, too. Indeed we are not an expert, but from 

there we also get knowledge like that, like if the research like this, then it would be like 

this, more or less, we already have the skills to do it. It is impossible not to get from 

research experience. In my opinion, I have only done one research because of the 

obligation from the campus for my bachelor, however, we have that skill of researching 

or something in our brain, not about an expert knowledge, but we understand about it. 

 

13. Interviewer: Okay, I will skip to hear your answer because I won’t make an additional 

question to it, so the next question is that you have already did a research, and also read a 

lot of other researches, ah…in your opinion, what is research role in your life? 

Interviewee: Generally, like I said earlier, for education purposes, of course, there is 

something that we can take. In term of skill, we have already learnt ELR, we have done 

the research processes until the examination, we have already known about the 

ratification, the main point is that we have already known all of that stuff. In term of 

material, it is more like to the content itself, like for the reflection or advise, there must be 

something that we can take, that are very influential. The role of research is like generally 

speaking which is a one way to graduate from universities because it is really like…on 

the other hand, everyone has to finish the thesis in order to graduate, if I am not mistaken, 

D3 also has to do this stuff. 

 

14. Interviewer: Oh, this is actually the question from your answer, the question is that you 

got the research skills from the textbook and also research experience, so which one did 

affect you the most in forming researching skill? 

Interviewee: Experience because we have already experienced it, if we only learn the 

theory, but don’t use it, we will forget about it. 

 

15. Interviewer: Ah…okay, right, what is the priority of research in your life? Without 

research, can you solve the problem in your life? 

Interviewee: Indeed, we can look it from textbook and other researches too in order to 

find solution to our problem, however, with research, we can further clarify, more clear 

rather than just sitting and learning from other researches. 

 

16. Interviewer: Okay, so does research is a priority in solving your problem? 



Interviewee: Yes, it is priority, or not about how do we only know the finding, the 

research can be questionnaire and interview. The point is that we know how to examine 

it, the problem is solved by research, so research is prioritized. 

 

17. Interviewer: Okay, this might be the second from the question, ah…before that I want to 

check it first, do you know what reflective method or reflective teaching is?  

Interviewee: No, I never heard of it. 

 

18. Interviewer: Ah…reflective teaching is possible when teaching such as in PPL. 

Reflective teaching is like this, so after finishing the teaching, you have to make your 

own reflection, what was the problem, after you got the problem, and then you find 

solution to it. So, ah…did you ever use reflective method in teaching? Ah…even though 

you do not know of what’s the name of the method? 

Interviewee: There is a time like for example use the reflective method at the end of the 

meeting, but I never bring it to research because of laziness factors, it always have to be 

solved in the class, it was rarely outside of the class. 

 

19. Interviewer: Oh, it means that did you ever bring the problem into a research? 

Interviewee: No, I solve it in the class, we were looking for it together. There is no 

further research outside of the class, if I do not know the answer to the problem, then, I 

have to look for the solution with the class. 

 

20. Interviewer: Ah…I mean not that kind of problem but it is more like teaching problem, 

it is not about some question from your lesson but more like classroom problems, so how 

did you get the solution? 

Interviewee: No, I have it, but through other people finding. If I leave it, it will continue 

to be a problem, like lack of understanding when study English, so what can be done in 

the future.  

 

FZ 

1. Interviewer: Hi, Okay, thank you very much because you want to participate in my 

interview, ah…like I said before I want to know your experience in arranging thesis. 

From ELR or learning ELR until conducting the thesis, so through this interview I want 

ah…to get an answer about your research skill and research abilities and also how you 

got the research skill and also ah…any problem you faced during research, ah…so this 

interview will last for 40 minutes, can you? Hm…this interview is anonymous so your 

name won’t be mentioned in my research and also there is no wrong and correct answer 

so you can answer anything based on your perception. Okay, we will start the interview, 



we start from an easier question, how did you carry out your research? Please explain in 

detail. 

Interviewee: So my research is at SMK 1 Mesjid Raya, Neuhen, Aceh Besar. Why did I 

choose there? Because at the time I had already been ah…PPL, I was there for two 

months, when PPKPM. So at the time I just told the school that I wanted to conduct a 

research because at the time I also was teaching. So when writing chapter 4 uh…chapter 

3 which is specifically the research chapter that I didn’t have to do it anymore during 

thesis time, I only to the file from the school. When I was PPL, ah…I actually had not yet 

figure out the instrument, but because I taught something related to my research topic, the 

research was not necessary conducted anymore. Then, because I used quantitative, I 

divided class session into interview and teaching for one month, two meeting every week. 

However, in researching we have to figure out the instrument and the teaching material 

first. And because my research used selective error correction and group work, that was 

the two methods that I applied to my speaking class, descriptively, I taught about 

descriptive text, teaching about descriptive text using these two method in the two 

meeting every weeks.  

 

2. Interviewer: Okay, so you said previously…I think your research is not quantitative, 

but? What it was? Oh, mixed research, because you also interviewed, how many are the 

sample? 

Interviewee: No, it is quantitative, I did not use interview, I just used questionnaire. So I 

taught for a month, ah…at the beginning I distributed questionnaire to figure out their 

anxiety level, the number of sample during the questionnaire were 30 but during the 

teaching, the number of samples are 28 because ah…some…ah…25 samples because 5 

of them are kind of participating in a competition in Banda Aceh…uh…one of the areas 

in Banda Aceh, I forgot the location. Actually when I determined the titles, I submitted 

three titles, the one that I wanted was the second title but the first one was accepted 

because they think I was interested because I put it at the first place. At the time during 

PPL, you know what the vocational high school, right? They have five majors such as 

multimedia, and also there are another class called carpenters, ah…metal class, the TKR 

class, mechanical engineering, motorbike. After I taught in the second grade, however, 

the one that are interested in learning English is multimedia class, whereas in other class 

is different, they don’t really interest, they most of the time used Acehnese. I conducted 

this research because according to them, they were still scared and worried when they 

speak English. Even though, they wrongly pronounce it, for example, we said “Today” 

but they said “to die” or “parents” they said “pa rents”, so they said in the way of its 

written. When they reported me about their problems, it appeared that they really wanted 

to learn English. When I was teaching, one of the student said that they want to 

understand English, but they don’t brave enough to speak because they was afraid that 

they said something wrong, and cause their friends to laugh at. 



3. Interviewer: Okay, the answer is very detailed, ah…the next question is what is your 

main problem when you make a thesis? If you have one main problem, that’s better, but, 

if you have more than that, you can also share it! 

Interviewee: The problem was that there was one time when I consulted, I have to meet 

the first supervisor after meeting the second supervisor. When I met the second 

supervisor, I said to him/her that this was my instrument, I used…what is it? The 

questionnaire?...questionnaire, interview, and the teaching, the first observation. After 

approving by the second supervisor, I brought it to the first supervisor, however, the first 

supervisor said “this is mixed method, are not you supposed to be quantitative?” then I 

said “no, that is quantitative”, then he/she said again “but why there are interview, 

questionnaire, and observation?”, because interviews is supposed to be qualitative and 

questionnaire is supposed to be quantitative, the he/she said again “thus, this is mixed 

method”. So, I continued to say “the one who told me to put both of instruments was you, 

why did you ask me back, I just make what have you recommended and I also have asked 

you about this, you said that this is not mixed method”. And then the first supervisor 

emphasized that I have to conduct mixed method and have to use the observation, and 

then he/she said that I have to consult again with the second supervisor. Well, I consult 

again with the second supervisor, he/she then also said that my research was mixed 

method, then, I explained the actual happening from the beginning. The 

misunderstanding happened because the first supervisor told me to do so at the seminar of 

the research proposal, I changed it to the mixed method, my first supervisor told me to 

add observation, questionnaire, and also interview. After the explanation, the second 

supervisor said “okay, instead of the observation, add the instruments with teaching 

activity, make the questionnaire, put it in separate sheet”. After the consultation I went 

back to the first supervisor, I showed him the questionnaire and the teaching sheets, and 

then, explained him/her from the beginning to end about my research.  

 

4. Interviewer: Okay, the answer is detailed, it means that your main problem is 

supervisor? 

Interviewee: Yes, the first problem…the main problem is the supervisor because of the 

misunderstanding between the supervisor. However, I get it because one supervisor have 

to handle a lot of students, my first supervisor have to handle a lot of students. Ah…the 

misunderstanding happened because of the different perspective, the different perspective 

between the first supervisor and the second supervisor. We cannot compare it because it 

was just different, their opinions were different, so that’s the problem. 

 

5. Interviewer: I mean that was your problem which is ah…between the supervisors, so 

how was your solution? the solution in solving the problem? 

Interviewee: Yes, the problem is only that which is supervisors’ misunderstanding. The 

solution to that was, for example, in term of the first supervisor, I have to give a detailed 



account of what I was going to do in my research especially chapter four. It have to 

extremely detailed so that he/she can accept it. In term of second supervisor, I did not 

have any problems, because overall the problem just happened between them. The second 

supervisor was just like “it is up to you”. 

 

6. Interviewer: Okay, next question ah…the next question is how was the use of 

technology when you write the thesis? For example, the use of Google, Smartphone, 

computer, or Gmail, etc. ah…give me a detailed answer! 

Interviewee: For recording function when students spoke English, when they were 

explaining about the descriptive text, I asked them to go forward one by one in order to 

talk about the descriptive text that they have made. Then, the second is that I used 

Microsoft Excel to make formula to arrange their names alphabetically and also use the 

formula to make their grade, and then, I did not use Gmail. I did not use computer. Oh, 

and also Microsoft word, because typing is in the Microsoft word…word, so that’s it. Oh, 

in term of Google, I used it to find the rubric, and then look for the questions to make a 

questionnaire, then, there is a Rubistar, if I am not mistaken, I got it when I studied 

ah…CALL with Mr. Rahmat Yusni, which is a website purposed of making rubric 

ah…and in this case, a rubric for anxiety assessment of the students because the rubric of 

anxiety that I found on the internet unrelated to the intention and the purpose of my 

questionnaire.  

 

7. Interviewer: Hm…Okay, the next question is hm…so you have already got the findings, 

did you apply it or did you use it in your teaching context?  

Interviewee: Yes, after making it as the instrument, I used the method of selective group 

work. So I formed several group works in the class, for example, there are thirty students, 

it means that I can make a group of 6, every group have diverse skilled students, it 

contains beginner, advance, and intermediate students. In term of selective correction, I 

corrected the wrong words when they talked, when they talked about the text…the 

descriptive text. I taught them for a full month, when it was done, I conducted pre-test 

and post test ah…ah…is that what you mean? Or the finding of my research? 

 

8. Interviewer: the research s about group work, right? Ah…well, when you conducted the 

research, you must use the method, and you wanted to know weather the method was 

affected the cognitive of the students. After the research, did you still use the group work 

method? That what I meant by applying it, after conducting the research, did you use 

apply the research’s result? 

Interviewee: Okay, in term of making the group work, ah…after the research was 

finished, I did not make it anymore because the PPL had already been passed even before 

starting the research itself. So before that I had already made group work before the error 

correction. 



9. Interviewer: Oh, Okay, it means that you have not had a chance to apply or to use it yet. 

Okay, next question, ah…besides your thesis, is there any or other studies or other 

research activities that you have involved either as researcher or object of research? 

Interviewee: in term of researcher…not as researcher exactly but I helped my friends’ 

research on campus, they were also PBI’s students and I helped them…I have already 

helped them three times. And in term of object of research, I have also been examined by 

PAI’s student which is my friend during PPKP, so he/she needed ah…sample to answer 

the questionnaire. The name of friends that I have helped is…do I need to mention his/her 

name? 

 

10. Interviewer: No, you don’t need to mention it, the next question…the next question is 

where did you get the research skills? For example, we have been provided with research 

courses like ELR and so on, and that was the source of our research skills if you 

graduated from UIN. You can also get the research skills by taking part in a seminar or 

other activities, or probably by helping friends that are not from UIN or UNSYIAH’s 

students. 

Interviewee: In term of getting research understanding, it was from research courses and 

I did not get it from anywhere else except from UIN. It was only from ELR’s class 

ah…also from seniors and lecturers, also reading from the articles on the internet about 

how I do the research, how I figure out the instruments, finding out the examples. 

 

11. Interviewer: Oh, it means that…what I can conclude from your answer, you get the skill 

of researching not only from the books that are given by the lecturers but also from self-

study. Right? 

Interviewee: Yes, because there were no books from lecturer that covered what I wanted.  

What I mean by that is sometimes there were books that cannot be used to fix my 

problems. The books that were given by the lecturers were actually incomplete, so I had 

to look it by myself, asking my friends, asking seniors, other lecturers, that is also what I 

called as self-study. 

 

12. Interviewer: Hmm, you have already get skill of researching from books and 

consultation, and also you have already written the thesis, well, between those three 

sources, what was the source that affected you the most? 

Interviewee: did not you mean who? Either lecturers, senior, or friends, right? The one 

that affected me the most was the supervisors not the books, the face-to-face consultation 

with the supervisor. You can ask directly to the supervisor, and also the consultation can 

be more than just one hour, ah…if it was still unclear, then you can get advice from 

seniors. I have one senior that really understand the research because he is in the 

magister, and also he is lecturer in UIN. 

 



13. Interviewer: Okay, move on to the next question, according to you, what is the role of 

the thesis or research activity in the formation of your research skill? 

Interviewee: The role of the thesis…in term of the thesis role in the research skill, it is 

actually depended individually, then, the second is it depended on the type of research 

that we choose. But for me ah…it can improve in knowing that research cannot be 

arbitrary, it must be a procedure, it must be clear what are the samples, the instrument, if 

we make it relentlessly, the result must be wrong. And also, if you helped your friends to 

complete their thesis, we will understand more about the research, if we probably get less 

consultation from supervisors, if we helped other researchers, we can gain the knowledge 

of research from it, we will know about the technique, oh, MIPA like this, other major 

like this. 

 

14. Interviewer: I supposed that between supervisor and senior, supervisor is the better 

source to get the skill from. Now, if you compare between the supervisor and the thesis, 

which one has the most role in forming your research skill? Which one? 

Interviewee: between the supervisors and the thesis, I think the supervisor is prior to the 

thesis. Because during the consultation, ah…the both have different views like how to 

examine the problem or how to solve the problem of the thesis, the solution from them 

were also different, as well as the instruments, thus, we can get more knowledge from 

supervisors because they know more about the problem. If we put it in an analogy, they 

are our doctors, and we are the patients. They know what the ins and out of the thesis, 

what they should be, they know better, so they give me more knowledge or knowledge 

about the research. However, the thesis can also know better, but, because we conducted 

research as a beginner researcher, we just know the basic of the research itself. Thus, this 

means that lecturers have faced many kind of research so they know more than us. 

However, in term of self-study, it was just digging for what we excavated which is not 

necessarily the same as what we want to examine, so that was different level of 

understanding. 

 

15. Interviewer: Okay, on the conclusion, it means that the one who played the role is the 

supervisor while the thesis is functioned to sharpen the skills. The thesis was not prior. 

Okay, next question is ah…you have already wrote a thesis, then, you also read a lot of 

other researches, the main thing is that you have already involved in the world of 

research. So according to you, what is research role in your life? 

Interviewee: For me, the role of research is that we can look for an innovation, we can 

look for an idea, look for a new or more up-to-date solution, solving a problem that we 

have. For example, when we go to college, we have an assignment, and when we cannot 

figure out the best possible solution to the assignment, we can look for it on the internet, 

book, or people’s opinion, and it could be also from our own creativity. The might be the 

same as what we previously taught, or something that already have in our own head. We 



must be carefully identifying the error ah…the solution or what is the good method to 

solve the problem. So, I mean that is the role, thus, it is very important to us. We must 

examine all the things we don’t know and know before, because it is important to solve a 

small, complex problem, moderate and regular problem. 

 

16. Interviewer: Okay, ah…now I want to ask the question that is based on your previous 

answer. Is research a priority in solving your everyday problem? 

Interviewee: the priority in solving problem will be based on what problem that I faced 

first. For example, if it is the campus assignment, we have to understand the question 

first, and then looking for it on the internet, there are indeed a similarities between 

answer from the internet and answer from our owns. Then, if for example in the world, 

well not the world, but the area around the work, I have to solve it by myself. For 

example like this is a mistake, or this is wrong based on my mental awareness, the 

solution is better like this, the method has to be changed, the procedure has to be more 

regulated. However, it is more important to prioritize yourself, but if for example it does 

not work, then, asked your friends, or searched on Google. 

 

17. Interviewer: Okay, good, next question…next question is about reflective teaching, so 

before I ask, I want to check first, do you know about reflective teaching? 

Interviewee: I ever heard of it, but I forgot. 

 

18. Interviewer: Oh, so you have heard ah…about reflective teaching. Reflective teaching is 

about reflection, so after you taught, you do some self-evaluation. For example, like what 

was the lack of teaching, you then write down the problem and find the solution to it, that 

is reflective teaching. Ah…and my question is did you ever use reflective teaching during 

teaching? Although, you probably do not know the name of the method or you do not 

know that was reflective teaching.  

Interviewee: Oh, I used it at the time when I was PPL, yeah, but it was not reflective 

teaching, but the activity is almost the same, after teaching, I gave them one minute to 

write on a piece of a paper about how was the performance, then from the answer, I 

would reflect on the solution. For example whether I speaking too load or too soft, or 

weather the material is clear.  

 

19. Interviewer: Well, did you immediately find the solution, or brought it outside of the 

class session, and conduct research on it? 

Interviewee: usually, if there is a problem, I look for solution by asking again to the 

students, like what was the best thing to do? Usually like that, but I rarely conducted 

research on it. 

 

 



CTA 

1. Interviewer: Okay, I will start the interview, so that thank you very much because you 

want to participate in this interview, so as I said before I want to know hm…your 

experience in writing thesis. It is actually your perception of research from studying ELR 

until writing the thesis. Specifically, from this interview, I want to know your ability in 

research, then, the second is what problems faced during writing the thesis and the third 

is where you get the skills to researches. So this interview will last for forty minutes. Can 

we proceed? Hm…and this interview is anonymous so your name will not be put on my 

research and therefore there is wrong and correct answer ah…you are free to express your 

opinions and perception of your experience, Okay, we start from an easy question 

ah…first, yeah, please explain how did you do research? From submitting the title to the 

analysis and then get the result. 

Interviewee: So when I compiled the thesis, the steps that I took found the problems that 

I wanted to research and before submitting the title, ah…think about the problem which 

especially ah…which is also useful for ah…PBI. After that, looking for the problems 

ah…then…ah…I discussed it first ah… 
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